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The American public's interest in its armed forces has greatly
increased during the past quarter cf a cantury, due to a number of
societal factors.
The U. £. Navy, like the other services, is perceptive to this
interest > and aggressively seeks to engender public understanding and
support for its mission, as veil as recognition for its raen.
Today's Navy conducts a comprehensive public relations program
which corresponds to almost every fac-et cf public relations as it is
nev practiced by civilian professionals.
One significant part of the Navy's program is represented by
a unique reservoir of experienced manpower which is of invaluable
assistance in mass communications and public relations endeavors. This
reservoir is comprised cf reservists on inactive-duty, who are members
of the Naval Reserve Public Affairs Company Program.
The Program's operation is discussed in detail. An intensive
examination is made of public relations objectives set forth for these
companies, as well as the scope cf projects they are conducting tc

achieve these goals. Specific skills are observed and techniques
discussed,, as ar« the motivational factors vhich cause rsservists to
affiliate in non-pay Specialist Units cf the Naval Reserve.
questionnaires, personal interviews and correspondence with
personnel who worV in and with this Program reveal a significant
str-angth possessed by these units, which is not currently being employed
to a degree commensurate with its potential.
In addition, problem ar»as are isolated and defined, and
recommendations for improvement cf the Jrcgraff are provided.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to att^anpt to: analyse the Naval
Reserve Public Affairs Company Program in order tc determine how it
functions; evaluate the effectiveness of the Program as it is now
operating; ascertain problems of significance and the aeans by which
they have or can be resolved ; and tc provide recommendations for
improvement.
The gathering cf research material has been accomplished
generally through: an extensive search of existing Navy regulations,
instructions and files vhich pertain to the Program; four sets of
questionnaires Which were directed tc personnel involved at all levels
in the Program; and personal interviews, telephone interviews, and
correspondence with key personnel throughout the U. S. who are
responsible for directing and guiding the efforts of those public
affairs units.
Data obtained by this Eethodolcgy was then evaluated and
interpreted through the author's experience as a Navy Public Affairs
Specialist, which is supported by the academic Instruction derived
during graduate study at Boston Uhiversity*s School cf Public
Cceanunicat ione
.

CHAPTS8. T
»AVY HJELIC AWAL
fTavy Futile Affairs RagniSatlcne asflltts public affaire, which
fcr Mm purpese cf this study will be synonymous with public relations
in the civilian sense, as that fl-id vhich includes all contacts with
the public and the affect cf these contacts en the Kavy, evaluation of
put lie cplnion and consideration cf it in fc rssulating and administering
Navy policies., dleceminatlcn cf information to the public, and actions
taken to promote understanding and good will between the Navy and the
general public.
h a definition, nor the evolutionary change in official Navy
Department policy *hlcfc acknowledges the need for It, did not always
exist. What was the impetus*
' G TO THE HJE£D
In the suaaner of 19^1, the American public saw or heard
comparatively little concerning the operations and activities cf its
arasad forces.
A military draft had b*«n enacted in XJku, and some young sen
were beinr called into service. There was talk of need for strengthen-
ing cur I^avy to meet a two ocean ccottltaent. The war in Liurope was
menacing , but distant. The Japanese ware carelessly stereotyped as
stunted, "yellow" people who manufactured cheaply copied products
.

Generally, military affairs prior to Pearl Harbor, gained
minimal news coverage by today's standards. Public attention did
focus en the Army and Kavy—briefly in 1917 and 1918—vhan our nation
was involved in a World War. Soon after the Armistice, however,
Americans wanted to forget about the military, as they had following
orach war in which cur United State* had been involved.
At the same time, the Army and the Navy did not demonstrate
particular interest in bringing their story to the public *s attention.
Cperation of the military depended on decisions made by admirals and
generals within the framework of the authority delegated to thaw by
the elected and appointed civilian leadership of cur country. Appro-
priations, then, as now, came from Congress. It was important for
Congress U support the armed forces, but beyond that-—the military
were comfortably isolated from close inspection by public apathy.
The Japanese attack on December 7, 1941. dramatically changed
this relationship. It has navm- returned to a pre-Pearl Harbor
"normalcy .
The United States involvement in World War II touched the lives
of nearly every American family. With sixteen million men and women In
i
uniform*" and our national security at stake, information about the war
and the forces it engaged was a democratic necessity.
The armed forces responded positively, if slowly at first.
Public information personnel were recruited and organizations established
to help in reporting news back to the homefront. The Army and the Navy
accepted their public information responsibility to the American people
Information Please Omanac I N vol. Ik, Iffej p. kl€.

kfor the "duration'
.
Advanced and increasingly effective communications provided
the pr^ss and radio vith more rap3d means cf reporting the war tc the
people at hone, talented men like Ernie Pyle and Edward It, Murrcw
answer ?d the meed of the public by helping then to view and monitor the
dimensions of the conflict.
Distant battlefields like Algiers, I 'icily, Bastogne, Saipan and
Okinawa became symbolically significant tc the American people.
Kisenbower, MacArthur, Nimitz and Haleay became household names for
millions. The B-17 bomber, the flamethrower, and the FT boat became
ecsmen terminology in the daily language cf the American people.
The military establishment learned a lesson from its WWII foray
intc wartime? public relations. Democratic support by the American
public could be festered through understanding. Understanding could
be generated by aggressive information strategies and skillful public
relations tactics.
Th<s newly created Air Force grasped the initiative with ardor
and startled the Army and Navy with its successful efforts to capture
the recognition, admiration and support cf the American people. More
than one field general and fleet admiral blanched at a popular notion
that strategic bombing had humbled the *xis into 'unconditional
surrender".
Our nation's post-war defense budget, which was hopefully pared
by the Congress, mirrored the Air Perce* s effectiveness in its public
relations effort to get adequate appropriations for its hardware.

In a. country which traditi- naiiy had b**n aaapcct <>f military
%4 aaintaln It—If fWfrllj 1a peacetlae, ingenuity,
raacurcafalneaa and ageraaalvsnaa* in public raiaticna had aaaca*
faetr© in th<s RilHtiy'i arMMl to ccaftat til* ccaplacaney of public
apathy.
In -,n? i* f rtiee, nntiara, a*mln&iy jprctaeir»d lay tha
aabrtila of cur atotle aaparicrity. It appaarad pufciU apathy tcH&:
aiXitary affair• might atain h* th* ac&d.
fh* Kcr«an *ar Jolt«a this apathy. Global taacitna **av* m
ralacad appraciahXy cine* that tlaa, nor feat* ewr ar&ad fore*** *&tvr%3
reach xh<* /Eti-riean p**biic vith thalr 2 nfi-raatioa aaaaaftaa.
I CfOn a.- CMS •
Many faetcra baar th« raaponaiteiXity for this ineraaaad pa*.:
wiXliagn<*a» to ahar* ita attention and int<*r**fc with a faaat ef ».ci>?ty
which it funMrly raaardad with Xittla ae*a than an occaai.«nal fi**tina
I laa*a«
Gaa obvicuc facte t- already aoaticnad la global taaaicn. The
Araad Ftorcaa of tha United State* haw had tc Maintain th« nacwrity tff
the American pec pie without rcaplte fcr a©** than a qtiartar if a century
in a vcrld vrcutght by internativnal turbulence, ft&ueanda ef live* hav*
teen aacrlflced and aililona m^re disrupted by Military eanrlc*. Such
capl&yaent of a aeticn** aanpever capture* the attention at it* people.
In "Ctnaanau* and H**e Cwatunicavicne' , tatti *irth wrote. If
ran cf divara* experience* and Interacts are Ml h*** idea* and idaaia
in ccaacn they aaat hev* the ability to aeaaaaieat*.
M Schraaa. viibur. Hfff CyfiMftfWM***' 2nd «d #> p.

(inc.- l)hl, mere than l8 million cr at least ons-eighth of
cur present p< pulaticn hav<^ served In thi armed forcaa. Their wire*,
children, parents, relatives and friends explode this figure to a
preponderant majority of Americans Who have shared a casmcnality of
experi *nce~either having been In the armed fcrcas, cr having sea;
you care for whv_ is cr was.
It Is interesting to note that Tr Mt past 23 years, cur
nation has been guided by Presidents who have bad military service
(Truman, £laenhower, Kennady and Johnson), as k-ave many of our ether
key elected and appointed officials en all levels of government.
Consider tba backgrounds of today's authors, actors, ifducators, news-
men, industrial and labor leaders, etc., and you see further the
significance of this ccmmcnality and Its implications related to
ccssmuni cation within cur society.
Another factor is the technological means by which tsass
eoBWunicatit ns can reach the public. The giant leaps within this
fiald have greatly enhanced tha public's ability to obtain infor-
mation about the military as well as other facets of cur society.
Consider the technclogical achievements which enable correspondents
to report battles in Vietnam tc the American people before the combat
action ends. Transistorised cameras with scund-cn-film capabilities
bring the sights and sounds of the Vlatnae; War int«. American homes
on the date they occur (with an assist from the International Date
Line).
Leo Bogart pelntad cut in "The Growth of TV" that man new
has mors leisure Has activity to devote to entertainment and

Tinfonraticn, because if the shorter work weak and time-saving gadgets.
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This factor appears tc be of ancilliary consequence to the public's
increased interest in the military.
Another factor is the physical presence cf the military
establishment in cur environment. Air Fere a bases, Army installations,
Navy shipyards, raclar sites and missile bases—inconspicuous as the
military would sometimes like them tc be—are evident in many parts of
our nation. Three mill it n servicemen and their families ant integrated
into cur society. For the sake cf favorable public relations, they are
encouraged by their services to be a part of their civilian cc&munltles,
They take an active part in youth activities, PTA, civic clubs and
ether organisations. Their economic participation in ccaasunity life
is a sought aftsr commodity by businessmen in the areas in which
military families reside.
For many years new, the Defense Budget has clcsely hovered
near fifty percent of cur total federal expenditures. I-eventy-one
billion dollars plus echoes loudly in the chambers of our nation's
economy. Close an hrtty arsenal, stove a Navy shipyard, or cancel a
Defense contract, and it is apparent that money attracts public
attention as well as fiscal dependency.
Another factcr, as far as the news reporting function is
concerned, should be the conscientious effort by segments of the news
media tc meet the requirements outlined by the Commission on Freedom
of the Press. The Commission calls for a truthful, comprehensive and
intelligent account of the day's events in a context which gives
meaning. Peace and national security are considered by many as the
3Itid, p. 99.

8primary goals for American society. Media treatment of the military
in recant years can be regarded as a reflection of a responsibility
to meet tits public need and right for information about the manner
and means by which our armed fcrcas are protecting U. S. security.
Whatever the factors are, which have stimulated Americans 1
interest in their military establishment, the U. ft* Navy now demon-
strates a keen awareness of the need to satisfy that interest through
its public relationships.
THE COURSE IE CHAFFED
The Kavy's top wan in uniform f Admiral Thomas H. Mocrer, the
Chief of Naval Operations, demonstrates a perceptive recognition for
the importance of public relations—and particularly that aspect re-
lating to inferring the public through the news madia. In March of
1X3, Admiral Moorer addressed his thoughts and policy on this ansa
In a letter which was forwarded to every admiral in the Navy. *Qis
contents of this letter are germane to this study because the content
clearly reflects the Navy's top echelon attitude and everyday philos-
ophy toward public relations and information. Admiral Muorer's letter
reads:
Today, perhaps more than at any time in the immediate past,
public affairs in the Navy demands the constant attention and
Individual support of our senior officers.
Rear instantaneous news media communications add to the
striking speed with which a major news story can break, and be
read as well as seen and heard by the public. The embarkation
cf news media representatives in ships off Vietnam and In RANGER
(an attack aircraft carrier) in the Sea of Japan (in February t$&
during the initial stages of the USS HE3L0 crisis) is an example
of this instant feedback.
I take this opportunity to single out the responsibility of
the Navy*s Office of Information. Its Chief, and his personnel,
are tasked with operating as effectively as possible in a news
environment which can be as friendly one moment as It can be
mostile the next.

9Tc. be affective, CHIKFC (the Chief of Information) must
be able tc disseminate news about the Navy as accurately
and quickly as practicable. In order tc accomplish this end,
the Chief cf Information ntu6t to cognisant of, and, at times
intimately acquainted vith the many plan©, programs and
problems which affect cur service and ite gliftrtl gJPtT»t&q»i
and commitments. A sluggish cr incomplete public affaire
action can be as unfavorable a© no public affairs action.
The Office cf Information r?<ust do more than Just react to
news inquiries which too often are complicated by taiag fc&td
to too short a fuse. Sometimes the reaction and the short
fuse cannot be avoided. But when they can, they tustl
In many past instances, our public affairs personnel could
have turned an unnecessarily troublesome news event into a
acre favorable account had they been given foreknowledge that
the event or circumstances sxietsd or were about tc occur.
The Office of Information oust be able, whenever feasible,
to carefully study and evaluate Bavy matters in vi^w of tfcuir
public affairs implications. Only by so d • can CHINK' and
field xftOs (public affairs officers) pr tfel public affairs
program which we must have. In crder tc study a problem .« sj
must knew cf its existence and have access tc th reinvent facts
and background infermati on. CHINFO must then have your help and
nine in getting the word.
thar point to keep in mind is that not all news can be
favorable when it concerns an organisation as large as the Havy.
Bad naws cannot be hidden I It will not go away! To the contrary,
adverse news usually thrives when th*? facts are witUiyld. A
never. an who is denied unclassified facts Is forced to resort to
speculation or other sources—who are, all too often, loss
authoritative. It is Just such speculation or hearsay that
magnifies the trivial into the consequential.
Therefore, the folic wing actions and cooperation on your
part are as highly ueslrable as they are necessary.
1. Think of CHXKFO and your PAG VfeffB you are confronted by
a developing problem as well as an imaginative or worthwhile
plan cr program. What, if any, ar.i ttka public affairs impli-
cations? Remember, too, you may overlook a sensitivity which
our public affairs specialists have been trained tc rscicgnll .
act CKIKFO or the Force, Type Commander or Fleet 810 and
apprise him cf she situation and make the facts available to
his offie*. The next step is his.
2. Instill in your people the need to respond quickly to
th* inquiries they rec£lv<i fro* ( . Raws Is an extremely
perishable ccewedity. Eyerytime our news officers permit ari
item to spoil, they reflect a Wavy image of unprcf ^elcnalimm
to the news corps. In addition to being "quick ', our people

Bust alec ensure that the information they provide is accurate,
tiusly and does not suffer frc» 'bread brush' treataent. Ifcere
is obviously a happy Radium here between speed and thoroughness
in making the deeieicn.
I have gens into sons detail on the actions I expect of ycu
in connection with public affaire Ratters and the degree of
cooperation y< u should provide. IMs is intentional. I vant
you tc knew hew significantly I view this particular ctagstand
responsibility.
Buttressed by thin crystal-clear doctrine which emphasises the
naed fcr ccoaand Attention to Ita public relationships, today's Navy
has a viable puullc relatic rss progMM reaching into nearly Mitff aspect
cf public relations at it is new conducted by civilian practitioners.
This Navy prograa- responds to the legitia»t« needs, ItfNf «' e and In-
quiries of she n*ws fsedia; actively supports a ccinprehensive cceftunity
relations effort; —aimill f Hill JT strives tc fulfill the llrtSfrMI and
needs of its internal public, participates widely In special events of
local, national and international significance; and generally attempts
to sustain the public's support through understanding.
ras mumm srwxw
The Navy's Oiief cf Infcreation, a Bear Adjeiral who is head-
quartered in ^shington, D. C, is responsible for the specific
planning and infOLsatenuttlon cf all C-epmrcssent cf the Wavy public affaire.
Ursgnwi relating to this field, and especially news PtliitH cf
national or international la-port, »uat be coordinated with and approved
by the /Assistant Secretary of Defense fcr Public Iffairs. therefore,
it ia necessary that any public relations effort or problee which is
of other than local consequence aust be brought tc the attention of
CBXBOj so that appropriate tocrdinatlon at the s^at of government can
be accompli shad.

..„ ..-.::.'-.,: \ vv :-,- : :,s •:: c Ln i»i£ latte* M UNI Nsfy'i W?t1
e«*nior ofi B Mtttast are e. of naval coraaand.
Each cffi< -digit t iral—who la tfl MMHIaj it retpon*ibl
i
to higher autl < rity f «<- of public relations
policies and mi|mi « It is a responsibility which cannot t I -gated.
It it a retpcneibll ! -alch H *.f of Naval Operations ?xp-*cta to ba
earriad cut with iroftftlaol Vigo* and acuaen.
Ccnsuqufjntly, tvmjf Navy ccraaand, both ashore and afloat, rauet
hav3 a public affairs efficer who a^rvoe aa advisor to hie coBtBianding
cffleer on public affair® mtt*rs. It is tfeUMM officers and their
ecaaanders who are the ff*anpoW'?r structure through which the Navy and
CHINK* ixcplment their public relatione prc*rra» in the fleet and the
field.
At p>tiit»t| there art 230 *a£cr Navy abor.-.? co;saaande in <
U. £., and (r~ iwtMMNeg, In addition, there are acre than 006 coranande
afloat, Each cf th e .• •»- rr-arrrti *« served by a full Hat or collateral
duty public- affairs officr. At Navy iaawe orders to *28 officers
who ara new naai^msd to full fedJM put-lie affairt jobs. Th* isajority
have had previous public affairs *«nc*, training, or held edu-
cational qualificationa 5n MM »v.w*«iniear.?'-na. UnlMltl in this
group arc l8g officers desijarnated ae public affairs specialists. That*
Special Duty Only off5 cere have a code dealgnator of l6j( , if they are
in the Feftular Navy, or 1655 if T'h*y are Naval Reservist t. ivery
officer with a If 3X designator hat been screened for professional
qualifications in the mat* ecanmmi cat! one field and recoamanded for
such a apTialiat category by the Chief of Inforesaticn. Additionally,
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their* are apprcxiaately JK <. unlisted rcen who specialise an Journalists
and possess tavytag stills in m&m ccsosunl cations, euch as reporting,
IdiHrtlHillfH, llhiitHJiiWIiTtfj speech writing, etc.**
The collateral duty public affaire officer is salucted' by his
coswandinf cfflcar. Guidelines provided by the liavy stipulate that
officer* salaejtaa1 fcr such asslgHsaat are expected tc possess prcf^e-
eicnal qualifications or high notivaticn and intelligence In public
affairs aattare,
While tha Chief of XafcxvAtScn and his Pentagon staff handle
nationally important public affairs matters, there are several other
key public affairs tfficee thrc»2£hcufc the Saval iSstabllstnant which
are essential tc NM navy's overall public relations pro&raa.
Atlantic Fleet Headquarters in HorfoXk, Virginia has a staff
of seven JPaGs ably supported by a mssbsr of enlist sd Journalists.
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii is th* headquarters An tfet Pacific Float. Its
Public Affairs Office alec- is staffed by seven officers, plus enlisted
sen who specialises in public affairs operations. Supporting ttMN
fleet cteasand* are nusarcus fu>mi such as those associated with
destroyers , sutaaarinss, aircraft carriers, amphibious warfare, ate.
who also engage individual public affairs staffs.
Tfoe Coaaaander in Chief of U. S. Naval Forces in Europe is
located in London, Engl—|< His B*e. a Cosuandcr, coordinates the
extensive public affairs effort which is conducted by the !9avy in tha
• r- p jan ar <>..
^Interview with CXwaander Douglas Mrilscn, USS, CHIfJFO,
ifeshingtr-n, D. c, Oateasy 16, 1968.
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four numbered fleets—the First In the Eastern Pacific,
the Second in the Western Atlantic, the Pixth in the Mediterranean,
and th* Seventh in the Western Ffccific—al3 have 16% specialists
heading th® h\Q staffs astbarked in Hnjy flagships. These Navysen
are continually wcrklng on high level progra&s which involve the
Navy's public relationships at ham and abroad.
Although the Navy, by virtue of the environment in which it
operates, is associated with the sea,, it nevertheless isaintains a
diverse complex of shore cconands which span the United States and
its territories. The fifty states are divided into fourteen Naval
Districts, which are regionally defined by geographical interest.
The Cc«mandant, a Bear Adairal, is in charge of the Naval
District. He bears a significant public affairs responsibility.
He Is charged by the Chief of Naval Operations with coordinating
public relations natters throughout his naval district and assuring
integrated public relations programs. In essence, this requires
the Cocasjandant , and his special advisor— the Naval District Public
Affairs Officer—to monitor and be Involved in the local public
affairs plans, projects and programs which relate to naval casaands
and installations in the District region. The Public Affairs Officer
for the Ninth Naval District, which comprises an area of 13 mldwestern
states, estimates that his Coanandant devotes at least 50 percent of
his tiae U activities directly related to public relations. 5 This
is net an abnormal average when compared to the other 13 Cofcsaandante.
—* mn»wii . tmmi i»»ww>w»—I——11—i —SI —SMS—S—S—SI «ih i»- «*»———i—SMSJSjWSj—*——« im— \>*»mt '— i nw^ww—^« m——^ii i — i« n i——
—
w —«<—
] c-phene interview with CoxaiKand&r Edward Sullivan, USR, Ninth
Naval district Headquarters, Great Lakes, HI., October l£, 1966.
*
'Interview with Captain K. V. »'ade, USN, Deputy Chinfo,
Washington, D. C, October 1( , 1*V.
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Additionally, CHINFO aaintains branch public affaire offices
which are located in New York, Chicago and Loa Angel ee. Although
these regionally directs offices primarily vork with wass roeimuni-
eations Bedia who are associated with national news coverag« and
entertainment, they remain available to assist in significant public
affairs aatters which take place at tha local level.
Not deacribsd, but no less important to the Navy*s public
affairs output, are: the Fleet Hems Town News Cer?t-2r which proceeses
and distributae thousands of news releases concerning individual
Navymen every month; the Seventh Fleet Public Affairs Office in
Saigon which disseminates aJl ntuws concerning Seventh Fleet ships
and men who are involved in combat operations in the Vietnam War;
the three Naval Training Canters located in San Diego, California,
Great Lakes, Illinois, and Orlando, Florida; and MOTtl of other
coaaands whc actively pursue aggressive, positive and effective
public relations on a day to day basis at a local level
Despite tola impressive network of public affaire organi-
sations which reach across cur ccuntry and around MM world, there
remains a caaseless need and demand fcr additional public relations
assistance and vxpertlae. Opportunities in local areas not served
by active-duty public affairs officers can §s unfilled as easily as
problaas can reatalYi unreeolved,
A UNIQUE RSOTVOIB
For the past twenty years, flat 'J. §« Navy has maintained a
unique reservoir of experienced manpower which is of Invaluable assis-
tance in the field of public relations. This reservoir is made up of
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Naval Reservists en inactive duty who are specialists In mass ccBwnuni-
catiens and related fields. They are laei&bere of what the Navy tense
its Naval Reserve Public Affaire Cotrpary (NFFAC) Progra».
These reservists are prepared to support and assist Dm Paw
in attaining it* national public relations -bjeetives. The NPFACs
are even aore 'at hcase' in developing strategies tc counter public
relatione prcble»s or facilitate opportunities of local Isr.prrtance,
Such specialised reservists 9**fera presets wt.Jch Mffltjp ft broad
spectruis of public relations activities ranging frc* determining *hat
tc dc with a captured Carman eubwarine to attaining the n?ost benefit
tc the Navy frrei 15< eaper hl?h scK urnaliste.
The primary purposes of these units are twofold-
X. Tc provide a r*j| •• f skilled manpower available
tc fill Navy public affaire billets in tisse of emergency.
2. To provide aid to the Chief of Information and the
Naval District Public Affair? c.-??:^,T r achieve Navy Public
Affaire goals and to lend public affaire assistance tc any
and all components of th? Regular Vavy t f the Naval
Reserve whenever such assistance is requested or can b«
At present, there are NPPACs in 31 cities crisscrossing the
United States.^ Numerical strength ef the companies vary from as few
as five »*wbers in Cklabcwa City fee as isary as hi reservists tl CtllttNffl
There are 3iX> Naval Reservists now affiliated with these units in tire
following areas:
'U. 6. Navy, Office of Information, Direction , May, 19Cj, p. 2.
'"J. •« Navy, Secretary of the Navy Notice 'j>72b . Washington, D. C. :
U. f. Gcvermsnt Print in- Offlos pril 17^ 1968, Aj Lx VII, p. 1.
'%. I« Navy, NT.PAC Masberahlp , Office cf Information, Internal
Pelations Division, Washington, D. Ci Septewber C, 1968, p. 1.
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location ;.nd mammip of mmc»
w»c : LocstJon
1-1 Beston, Massachusetts
5-1 Nav York, K^w York
4-1 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
4-2 Cleveland, Ohio
4-i Columbus, Ohio
>-2 Lc uI sville , Ken tuci-y
5-4 Washington, D. C
£-2 itianta, Georgia
6-3 Mia»i, Florida
8-1 New Oriean», Louisiana
8-3 Dallas, Texas
•6-7 Houston, Texas
8-8 Corpus Christi, Taxas
6-9 Oklahoma City, Ofciahcaia
M Indianapolis, Inaiona
9-2 Chicago, Illinois
9-3 6t. Louis, Missouri
?-k Kansas City, Missouri
9-5 Milvauksa, Wisconsin
- Detroit, Michigan
w 1 -..- SJHWSBti
9-
.
^Stbarship
n
u
7
9
8
T
7
7
U
5
4i
lc
16
12
5
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1»BL£ 1-Ccntinued
MRRtC No. Lr. cation MsKbership
-9 fprlngflald, Illinois
*-l» Jort V/ayne, Indiana $
'-11 Denver, Colorado 12
>12 BUatM City, Iowa K
9-lk South Band, Indiana 6
11-2 Lea Angeles, Call fc mia 25
12-1 San Francisco, California Ik
1>1 Seattle, Washington 15
13-2 Portland, Oregon 9
rrst=x=
Total 39C
•Note: 8-7 was reactivated en July 1, l^CB, Data has not yet been re-
ceived by CKINFO concerning naobarBhip.
Criteria for rcesibership in the NBEiCa stipulate that Naval
Reserve officers and enlisted man on inactive duty with either Navy
or civilian experience in issass eofflttunications and public relations or
ether officers whose association will benefit the Davy are eligible.
The Navy, for the purpose of this criteria, defines ©ass cotaauni cations
and related fields as public relations, advertising, editing, reporting,
free-lance writing, photography , broadcasting;, telecasting, publishing
and motiun pictures.
*
l
U. S. Navy Public Affain
U. C. Government Printing Cffi<
ulatlcnSj Washington, D. C.
:
P. 71.

It is interesting to note that reserve officers frco the ether
services can alec serve voluntarily with the KF.FACs. a recent roster
of the members of MRPAC 1-1 in Boston indicates that six officers from
ether services are affiliated with this unit including: two ccss8and«rs
and one lieutenant commander in the Coast Guard Reserve; an Air Force
Peserve colonel; and an Army Reserve colonel and first lieutenant.
In establishing and maintaining such KRPACs, the Navy can ex-
pect diverse and competent assistance in a wide field of public relations
activities. These activities include, but are not limited I
developing, coordinating and conducting Navy-oriented progress*
before civilian organizations:
arranging such special events a© air shows, ship visits, in-
doctrination cruises aboard naval ships for civilian opinion leaders,
exhibits and displays, parades, commemorative ceremonies, speaking
engagements, and seminars;
participation in programs which assist in the recruiting and
retention of personnel into the naval service;
developing news media coverage of naval events, operations,
activities and pareonnel;
preparing news releases, radio and television announcements,
and other publicity materials;
assisting Pegular Kavy Public Affairs Officers in specific
local public relations problems;
and providing the Kavy with advice and Information concerning
potential public relations problems, opportunities and trends related
to the local area. 11
11 iutll c Affairs Regulations
, pp. 72-73.
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It has net yet been necessary IV.r the Kavy tc Involuntarily
recall personnel to active duty who are K&tibers of the NBPACs.
ver, should the need arise for rapid expansion of this specialty,
the Naval Eeseire rublie Affairs Company program provides the Navy
with a significant source of experienced and trained laanpowsr *ho
can quickly assume responsibilities. Seven fMIW members of NBEACs
have volunteered to return to extended active duty in the last year.
One captain now serves as Director of the Fleet Eo&e Town News Center;
another Captain Is BfcO for the Fupreass Allied Cosssaander for NATO Forces
in the Atlantic; another captain is FAQ for the CcteWmder of Allied
Forces in f<uthem RttNQNM yet another captain serves as Diraetcr for
the flans Division in the Office cf Inforaaiion; a lieutenant is nov
serving with, the Internal delations Division of the Office of Infor-
mation ; a Htwlmmt Junior grade is serving in the Public Affairs
Office cf the First Haval District; and a lieutenant cossassander is in
the Public Affaire Office fcr the NATO Mlitary Standing Coffi&it&«s«3.
All these foxwer NBB\C members are in highly responsible public affairs
assignments, and all have distinguished thetaselves in esstlng ths
deaandlne responsibilities of their Jobs. 12
The rise of public relations in the Navy has been traced, and
sc*e of the factors which have contributed to increased public interest
in military ratters outlined. One can see that today's top level Navy
leadership has charted a steady and true course for its public affairs
i. This broad, yet diverse effort is being actively pursued
^Interview with LCDP R. R. Kent, USN, CHINFO, Washington, D. C,
October 17, 1968.
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throughout the Navy in order to achieve t?^ ofcjsctiv* cf public
understanding and auppcrt. 8m Naval Re»«rve f\iblic Affairs Company
Program !• an integral ccj&pcnant of this ccmpr^henalre effort.

CHAPTER II
ra&Mom nb&k mom «nv hmmm
Since the United States Naval Reserve came into existence on
March 3» 1915, the U. S. Navy has depended on reserve manpower to
augment the Regular Navy forces in time of war or national emergency.
In WWII for instance, 6c percent cf the Navy personnel who
tool? part in that conflict vere reservists* Even today, as the Vietnam
War continues, the Navy proudly acclaims that vera than 10C,C0C
reservists have aerved on active duty. •*
There are now mora than half a Billion personnel in the Naval
Reserve Program. The effectiveness of this training effort is substan-
tiated by the fact that the Navy budgets for the operation and mainte-
nance of over iKX) Naval Reserve Training Centers and Facilities
Itthroughout the United States.
There are two general program categories within the Naval
Reserve. They are the Selected Reserve and Biased Forces.
Members of the Selected Reserves are officer and enlists*
personnel who will augment the Regular Navy on the day the President
or Congress mobilises the reserves. These personnel receive drill pay
for their participation in the Selected Reserve Program.
Reservists in the Phased Forces are normally officers and some
enlisted personnel who serve in Specialist Units, such as a Naval
Reserve Public Affairs Company. Except for specific administrative
13u. B, Navy, Prospective Commanding Officer's Guide for Naval
Reserve Training Center, June 1968, p. 9.
uIbid., p. 1C

positions, members cf the»^ I5ptfclalist Units do net draw any pay for
the drills (rcee tings) they attend in connection with their I'lliin
participation.
C ther Specialist Units in the Biased Forces Ittafsfy are
organized in tha following programs: medical, dental, chaplain, lav,
petroleum., naval research, naval engineering, supply, political-
ailitary affairs, and Naval Reserve Officer Schools.
Theses Specialised Unite strive to breads the professional
knowledge of reservists en inactive duty through guided study and
training. In time Of war, or rational emergency, manpower from
these Phased Forces could be aval labia for rsobilisation to strengthen
tha Regular Navy.
Although tha Navy regards the mobilisation mission of NKBiC
reservists cf primary importance, this study will net be directed at
this aspect of the overall program, inasmuch as it relates to the
technical administration of personnel requirements, assignments,
active duty training and preparedness for a wartlas emergency.
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
NRftvCs are established by the Chief of the Bureau of Naval
Personnel with the approval of the Chief of Naval Operations.
The procedure for establishment of a NRFAC can best be ex-
plained by an example. Twelve reservists living in an area net having
a NRFAC decide to initiate a request for a NPFAC establishment. Tills
request is forwarded t< the Naval District Commandant In which the
city is located geographically. A ninimua of fifteen reservisos, wh«
are qualified as public affairs specialists cr in mass communieatjc r
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are required by Defense Department guidelines before establishment
purpcrtadly can N apprcvsd. However, in thia exawple, UN Pi maandant
desires that a company be formed to assist in the Navy's public affairs
program in tfei p^pNNi city. His public aiYairs officer evaluates the
potential membership's qualifications, and a favorable recommendation
is fcrvarded to the Bureau cf Naval Parser.; aPers) in Washing!
D. C. This organisation, before acfcin.r en the request, seeks the
further evaluation and recommendation cf the Chief of Information.
CPINFO, who is Program Spenser for the NFFACe on a naticnaJ 3 eval,
provides technical advice and assistance in the program administration
and training cf the companies. Af tar lnlslm at ftfet request from a
national public affairs view, as veil as the Conmandant's favorable
reaction tc the local or r«*?ional need, CHINFO rscoaaend* approval.
In nearly wery case, unless budgetary limitations or Some other c
•ideration is in conflict, BuF^rs approves the request and a ^FAC
is established.
The District Public Affairs Officer, in b«half of the
Commandant, assists the reservists in organizing the new ccapany.
This involves issuing I rdsrs to the ccraaandinf* efficer, vhich is vith
the cencurranea of CHIWJO, and t r members of the company. He
alec helps la arrange the training curricula. In this respect,
another naval command beetles involved. The Commander of the Waval
Reserve Training Coamand directs and supervises the train! BJ program
and adrlnistra- . . f the new TOtPAC. Officers froe this ccjrjsand, which
is located in Omaha, Nebraska, will annually inspect the NFPAC, as
they dc all Phased Forcis Specialist Units. Tha Commander of '

at
Omaha command, however, vt r)» Tor the Rest part through the District
Commandant.
Still another naval organisation has a specific interest in
the new NfFkC. This additional coassand Is headed by the Tl&vai. Reserve
Orcup Commander, who like the NBfifcC reservists, is a reservist on in-
active? duty. This officer, whe is norjaally the senior inactive Naval
Reservist in the area, is charged with the responsibility of training
and administration of all reserve units in the city in which the MBPftC
is located. He is especially important to the commanding officer of
the new fSFPAC, because the Reserve Group Ccmmnder annually prepares
and signs the commanding officer* a fitness report (performance evalu-
ation).
The Commander cf the Naval Beserve Training Command has issued
a standard organisation for specialist Units like the NEBfcC. In pro-
mulgating his instructions for this organisation, the admiral explained
that inspections of Specialist Units have revealed a great need f r
better organization. He asserted that small units have a tendency to
become a "one-man-she v' ', wherein the ecnisandlng officer fails to organise
and delegate assignments. This organisation, if necessary, calJa for
an officer to be given acre than one staff assignment in crder to con-
fers; to tha recM^nised structure. If enough officers ars available,
a single staff assignment should be given tc individuals, and assis-
tants appointed whenever feasible.U
Figure 1, which follows, depicts the standard organisation as
promulgated for the NBB\Cs.
Hi^
U. 8, Navy, Command -'r Naval Beserve Training; Command
Instruction 5^ (..3, September 2, 1958, find. (1), p. X*
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Fig. 1—Standard NBPAC Organization
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The commanding officer tf the unit directs all of its activities
and performs the tasVe of any activs-duty CC which are prescribed by
Navy Regulations.
The sxacutive officer is the chief assistant, and like th«
CO, performs those duties prescribed by Kavy Regulations. In addi&icn,
ha evaluates the effectiveness of the training program and maintains
evaluation records for ths NFPAC. I« i* alsc the unit adviser for
career planning and retirsftent.
Th« organisation has fcur principal staff officer posts which
sjM administrative, membership, training and active duty adviser.
Tha administrative officer maintains all records, except for
those pertaining to training, prepares all reports, maintains files
for the unit, insures that required publications and instructions ars
available, maintains the officer fitness report file, and records
as*bars' participation records.
The nesibership officer recruits officers and enlisted men for
affiliation vith the NFF&C. He also strives, by contacting stesibers,
tc aaintain the highest possible attendance.
The training officer is: chairman cf the program committee;
plans tha training program; advises members cf available Naval Beserva
Officer School courses and correspondence programs; insures that train-
ing aids are available; and maintains training; records.
The active duty adviser, as his title implies, informs members
concerning opportunities for active duty assignments. Ke alsc notifies
aembers of appropriate duty projects, and beep* the membership ac-
quainted with information OH active duty opportunities vith the Segular
Navy.
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The Director for the Internal Rslatl:na Division of CHINFC,
who oversees the NFFftC Program for the Chief of Information, pointed
Ml that the NFEACa are permitted great flexibility in the individual
organisational structuriiir f *.h.»ir unite. This is du the wide
variance in ccmpany sis? and | i capability.1^ The Public Affairs
Officer for the Naval Kessrve Training Comraand confined that this is
the prevailing attitude on the part of his ccesaand. '
The FPIttC can either choose to meet 2^ or UB times annually.
Determination cf t>is factor depends on the reservists ' civilian
occupational patterns . Mating* are scheduled to last two hours on
whatever day and time the commanding officer of the NEFAC prescribes.
MRPACe are accorded unusual latitude in the locations at which they
most. Most reserve units roust iseet at the local Naval Bss&rva
Training Center. However, the Navy recognises that much of the public
affairs vor5 done by the NFPACs is accomplished outside the regularly
scheduled meeting places. Therefcre, a meeting site most convenient
t the NPPAC members is permitted.
Pour specific types of report are submitted Ly the NPJftCs to
CEINPO. These include: an Annual Import of Future Plans; a Quarterly
Drill Report' a Training Schedul•] and Project Reports. *°
^Interview with Captain D. D. Overby, USNP, CHINFO, Washington,
D. C, Octrkr 19, Iff .
17Telephone interview with Captain I. C. Crisvcld, (MR* Naval
Beserve Training Command at Omaha, Nebraska, October 16, 1966.
^•
^Kavy Public \ffairs Regulations , p. 73.
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The Annual Report < f Future Plane is a list of public affairs
goals and plane which the NPBiC latent! to achieve during the cueing
year. The gcals are expected to be in accordance with thi.ee public
affairs objectives which are included in the Depart»<ant cf the Navy's
Annual Public Affairs Plan. The latter is forwarded to the KRPACs as
•con as it is approved by the Secretary cf the Navy. This NRPAC re-
pert is forwarded to CHINK) via the Naval District Commandant
.
The uarterly Drill Report reflecte attendance by reservists
at scheduled nestings and Is submitted directly tc CBINFC Immediately
upen completion of each calendar quarter.
In advance of each quarter, the NBfeC submits a Training
Schedule to CHINFO, a*ain via the District Cusaandant. This report
prefects what will occur at the future meetings. A training curri-
culum^ for the NfPACs la developed by the Bureau of Naval Personnel
and covers J( sessions. It Is designed tc familiarise reservists
with current Public Affaire Peculations, but encourages instruct* rs to
supplement their lesson plans with current public relations material
and discussion of local public relations problems. ^ NFPACe alsc^
schedule guest speakers at their meetings, and slate work sessions en
projects they have assumed.
Project Reports ajre submitted by the Commanding Officers cf
the NRPnCs to CHINK) through the Cc«aandant. Copies of the Project
Report are also forwarded to the Naval Reserve Training Command and
the ¥em«rr9 Group Commander. In the case of major reports, an interim
*%. ft. Navy, Curriculum ft-r NRPAC Program . July 1968, pp. Y- .
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import stay Bt fil?d until the coeplsta report is prapareA. TBfuBlltHH
in the Project Bsport includes: title; project efficsr cr ccisoittae;
nature ff U;o project action tak ?n and tYvt commanding officer's
rs»ar*s.
In add it:' en now NFEaC nssfcars ttust subr&it a Public delations
Data Card tc CHINFO within 3C days after Joining the units. This card
includ ifc personal data, civilian occupation, and a resuasi? of activ*
duty Navy •ftjorltfta*,
Pr: .uvust 1 ».f tf&ch yaar, tlM NFPAC MMst als. reward a
current Batb.-rship raster be CKXRFC, via tfet Cmsmndant . This list
reflects changes vceurHng during ttw pravicus year Which at* appli-
cable to the *a»b«>rs* Public F«IaLions Data Card. Another redundant
raquirasjent calls for tha Ccswianding Officer af DM NPPAC to ensure
that a]l aawbsrs ef his company fila a currant Public Relations Data
Card with CHINPC. 20
It is already apparent that, the NFPACs ars involved in a complex,
overlapping, intra-cccimand structure. Thas« units ar<» under ths lecal
supervision of ths B*s«rve Group Coa-sanler, and regionally responsive
iha Conaandant through his BsO, Training and administration is
menitorsd cy tfaa Kaval Feesrve Training Coassand in Cs.-aha, as wall as
th« Bureau of Naval Personnel and CHINFO in Washington, D. C. Guidance
and assistance fcr I Of! and regional plans, projects and programs,
emanate from the District HO, while CRIKPO supports and directs t.
NPPACs' *ffcrte on the nationally crieno.id i0V*l«
^Kavy Public Affairs F^ilat'ir,"^ P- 71.
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The key Begular Navy repr^smtative, however, fcr evaryday
guidance and assistance to the NBPAC 16 tho Naval District Public
Affairs Officer of 'IRPAC Frcgrao Officer who work* for the FAO.
Ravy Public affairs Regulations acsballiahea thia association
by stressing that in r develop the stoot effective public affaire
prcgraa and to ensure caxlmra usa of all public affaire para^rinel, both
active and Inactive, ths clcs^st pcoslbls IteJa-.n rust | between
the NPPkC and District PaO.
Six NPRvCs, which operate in Beaton.. New Ycrt>, Philadelphia.
Rev Orleans, San Francisco and Seattle, are located In the sane cities
as tha Naval District yuart.*ro. ttwcrofowi, i strict Pft© cr
his Frograiii cjx ns r is ncrcaaily available for personal guidance at any
tis»_. TSFf! I tfoatrr *". C. can waintafn close contact with
the offices off CKINIX), although the Coauandant with whet: th* cewpany
rdinates matters cf l«:.cal and regional interest is l#B&ft
,
Virginia. Both ccKpmni Of in Chicago and Milwaukee, H '-2 and $-j,
respectively, are within M I cf the Ninth Naval District P*ad-
ojaartv.rs. Other coupon' s koo as far as several hundred esiles
away fresr. their District Headquarters, "his results in tiM disadvantage
Of net facilitating tl«00 in-perscn liaison with tha District P.V\
Geography ra&ke* it impractical , f r instance , fcr tho Ninth Naval
District JAO to visit, with any frequency, each cf the 13 NBPaC ia
region. Consequently, tha-oe units and the PAC must Maintain contact,
fcr the meat part, through the telephone and correspondence. The Ninth
Naval Dlatrict PAC, like soae of his counterparts in other Districts,
openscra a twe-day seminar (en a week-end) each year, during which
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NF-PAC Berbers fro?", throw* r.ut the region can discuss public affairs
plans, projects protolfJM and techniques.
CHINFO pr^vlcusly held an annual two w<?efc seminar for NPPAC
sabers, but the increased teopc of operations in the Vietnam War,
and resultant cutback in - asential travel funds, caused these
national workshops to be discontinued.
PERSONNEL WOUMMMiW , BisH£FIT£
AND CPPDPTUNITI
Fesarvists on inactive duty with a 1655 designator are imme-
diately eligible fur affiliation with a NPJ&C. Other cfflours in
the sass conuaunicationa flstld, which has previously been defined,
are alec eligible. Until August 8, IftfSj reservists not In these two
categories but whcr.- affiliation, in the opinion of the District
Cosasandant was considered beneficial to the Navy, could Join. This
has ehanged. In august, the Bureau of Naval Personnel—at the Insti-
gation of CHINFO—Issued an instruction which specifies that officers
not in the above categories way affiliate only with the mutual approval
of the Cciwaandant and CHINPO. This approval is based en the affiliation
Pibeing beneficial to the naval, service.
h31 NFPAC rss^rvlsts are issu-sd orders annually which terminate
en June* Jo. On June $( , D€J, all officers now serving in the NFPAC
Program, who do not qualify as 1655s or mass coau-sunications specialists,
oust be reviewed and approved by the cognisant Cotsaandanc, and CHINK).
Should CHINFC decide to exert a strict interpretation U the 'beneficial'
clause, significant personnel realignments could echo through the
;. S. Navy., BuPers Instruction 5*K-l.a2C , August 10, 1968,
Bad. {2k), Appendix J, p. 1.
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Program. The Director of the Internal Relatione Division for CHIKFC
explained thax such a change was made to weed cut some reservists
who have b©en permitted to Join PFPACs without t! i rq.ju . .'. quali.fi*
cations and/or motivation. This officer states that in some eases
certain efficsrs hav« been permitted to Join because no ether program
was open tc them, and the NF.fikC* offered an opportunity to ctmplet®
their satisfactory service for retirement benefit*.
The Naval Rsservist who afflliates with a MRI&C is usually in
a non-pay status. There are exceptions for certain personnel serving
in administrative assignments. If a company has a membership of at
least 1> members, two pay billets are authorised. An additional
officer pay be in pay status for MMfel additional %$ member*, tfegr* la
such instances, for each two hour WilliH is equivalent to one uay's
basic pay (without allowances) according to the rank of the officer.
Th« Navy stipulates that officers in the rank ©f Commander and abov®
may not draw pay for KFRlC meeting*.
TJaval Reservists in the KFPACs, Ilka those in Ctfttf Specialist
Units, can work toward a retirement benefit. Twenty years of satis-
factory service is required before such a benefit can be awarded.
Retirement payments begin at age i .
In order tc gain a year's satisfactory service, the reservist
must earn at least %. points. thWf* are numerous ways such points Eiay
be earned. One point is awarded for attendance at aseh scheduled drill
However, th.* reservist, suet ett*|lfl at least 7' pv Oft
scheduled annually U quail fv ft&* fcfeaftt petfita, Additional jxinte are
t4_Interview with Captain C-verby, October 19. !'# .
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awarded in varying number* f^r Um successful nw&Mtltm of Navy corres-
pondence ec-urs^s. Fcurcu^n pt ints are earned by reservists who compl
UN week* of activ* ftrip, Th.ie ftuty is with pay and §9 ces. afflll«
aticn with a unit alsc garners the rMMVflll 15 gratuitous | each
year. KFf&C sMsabers can alsc ba award*! appropriate duty points. Cr.a
such point is allowed fcr each tv tret* en projects accc«-
piishsd outside the regularly scheduled meeting.
Occasionally special presets of national importance occur in
which It it daeirablr for NBPAC reservists to go en tmpcrary act-
duty. Puch assignments differ fro* MM wsj&s of annual training duty,
in that personnel art selected for th$se Jobs by Ifef Chief of Infcr-
sation. Pay and allowances are funded by Mm Bureau of Haval Farsonnel
Instead of the District Ccwaandant.
An exaeple of this temporary activa duty occurred when a Navy
Captain frca KRRIC 9»k in Kansas City vas assigned fcr three months to
the prs-ccnsiaissi?:n.ing crew cf the attack aircraft carrier U JOHN P.
BOWED*. This officer served as Executive f.'pecial Assistant for Public
.-.ffairs to the Cooaanding Officer frcaa aid-June until after the ccrr*is-
•lcnlnr of tba ship on reptas&dr 7, 1968,
Other such opportunities ar« offered tc JJEPAC members frota time
to time by CKINFC. Sxanples include assignment: tc visit the Seventh
fleet off Vietnam; ccaslsilonlng cf a U. 8. naval ccmBunlcaticn staticn
in Australia; a SATO
. ft ir. .he fiea-Lab experiment in the
Pacific off Cax^fwrnia, and «aany otnsr*.

wmtmt, puss, and w&ammcm
The Navy view* itnaif in a situation in which it performs a
vital role In preserving national security. In order to fulfill this
role, the Navy asserts that it must have Hm best trained perse nnel,
ths most modern equipment, and sufficient logistical support tc main-
tain its forces and personnel in a constant state of high readiness.
The Navy espouses that this readiness can be attained only
vlth full support from the American people and Congress.*^
Therefore, keeping the people and Congress informed is of
essential importance.
With this in wind, the Navy has defined a continuing public
affairs mission which is threafold. The niseion relates to informing
the public and the naval service concerning: the Navy as an instru-
ment of national policy and security; the operations of the Navy, which
are compatible with military security: and the activities and responsi-
blebilities of naval personnel as American cltisuans.
The Navy is aware that certain of its programs are cf greater
interest tc the public than others, and certain aspects of these pro-
grams require greater support frost the public to be effective. Son.'
will be of a continuing nature, while others may be cf brief interest.
.-.b a result, the Navy annually defines a priority list of public affairs
objectives which are promulgated to ccsaaands throughout the Navy.
The Annual Department of the Navy Public Affairs Flan is
•*% :. Navy, SiiCNAV Notice 5721, April 17, 1968, aicl. (l),
p. 1.
s.vy Public /Jfalrs Regulations , p. 2.
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developed each year by the Chief cf Information and approved by the
Secretary of the Navy. The plan's intended purpose Is to Insure a
r&inated, veil-developed public affairs program, which includes
guidelines fcr the conduct cf public affairs. The annual plan define*
public affairs missions, basic public affairs objectives, specific goals,
areas needing emphasis for that year, delegation of prime responsibility
in specified areas, and amplifying material.
All Kavy commands, including the NKFACs, are advised by an
official notice from the secretary of the Kavy of the specific areas
to be emphasised in the current year.
The Annual Plan for 1968, vhich was forwarded as S£CKAV Notice
5720 on Hpril 17, 1968 (and purports to cover the calendar year), lists
two basic objectives. They are:
X* To gain public understanding and support of:
A. The combat and support roles of the Kavy and Marine
Corps in Vietnam.
B. The importance of seapcver in the nuclear age and the
predominant role of the Navy in the field cf nuclear
prcpulsicn.
C. The need for an adequate, well-trained and well-equipped
Naval Service together with the crucial need for qualified
officers and enlisted men to keep it operating.
D. The career advantages in the regular and reserve Naval
Service.
£. The predominant role of the Naval Service in ocean
sciences, together with its activities in other scientific
research.
2. To make the public aware of the importance and high priority
which Soviet Russia attaches to a significant seapowtr of its own.
The Plan then directs commands tc tailor their 1966 public
affairs programs within (fa bread limits of the following specific

objectives:
. VietlUMI
A. The Navy and Marines
—
primarily in Vietnais, but with
no less easphasls wherever they snay be.
E- C«,natruction by CSABEBS in VTetnaa and uhrir general
civic action role.
2. Importance of the naval supply and logistical efforts and
the need for a strong merchant oarlne.
3. Pecogniticn of individual officers and wen cf th« Navy and
Marine Corps.
*. Draria cf naval research and develop&ent , and its role la
providing MM and better equipment and weapons systems.
A. FOSaiDCK and the PBM weapons syste*.
B. Potential of the SABMIS (Seabcrn* Anti-Ballistic Missile)
weapons system.
'->. The Navy and Marine Corps as careers.
6. Contributions .f the Navy and Sarins Corps Bessrve compo-
nents, including tto exploits cf the MM than 1(0/ C( reservists
en active duty.
7. Special events including Navy Day, Arssed Forces Day, the
cowaissioning of JCHN F. RJUUUD1 (CVA-67), the roconsilasloning of
N£W JS»Sar (1MI)! anci B III.
. Bel..? <f the Naval Service in United States diplosjacy and
in Kaintaining the freedce of the saae.
9. Gr vth of the Soviet Navy and its sxpandin*? operations.
The 1968 Plan also asserts that not all 'spot news" and inter-
esting events concerning naval operations and paracrine;! can be foreseen.
But when the opportunity tc publicly relate these circumstances occurs,
eosjaands are instructed to give it top priority. The plan also stresses
the importance of focusing public attention en the Naval Service through
speaking engagements, visits and special events.

The Han includes *&v>sn Jflpwis'lllSS providing individual public
affair* IgpNNMlMNI to a. g the Navy's 1968 objectives. The* appen-
dices pertain to the: Office cf Naval Material; Bureau of Medicins
and Surgery. Bureau mf Naval fii iiimal J Office cf Naval Bes^arch;
Ocaancgrapher s Office; Youth Programs; and NFPAC*.
Tha coat detailed appendix in tha Flan is number VII, which
gives guidance to tha NREaCs.
This appendix directs each NPPAC tc submit, within 30 days
after receipt of tha Flan and the relevant appendix, a list of public
affairs projects which will support the 19CS Plan. The plan should
indicate specific dates, targets, titles of projects and names cf
personnel assigned to tha projects. In adcititn to CNINFO, the NFBVCs
are directed to forward a e<-py tc their District Cc&umndante.
The plan proceeds to list 42 different types cf project which
are considered desirable for 1966. it is noted In tfea appendix that
the 42 projects arv example u, and that it is not expected that the
KBPACs viii attempt to accomplish every project. The companies are
enjoined, despite their siae in membership, tc; establish and
' vi&crwuaiy promote*' a Navy £psak<*r program: ssalntain direct and
frequ-c'iiv contact and coopsraticn with local naval commands, Navy-
orientad groups (Navy League, Naval Bmimnrs Association, Sea Cadets,
etc.); maintain a "vigcroue' recruiting, program; and pursue a training
program aimed at strengthening the professional qualifications of
NP.PAC members.
Project examples suggested u. the NPPACs cover a broad scale
tf public relations activities from char-oin£ a publicity and community
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relations caapel&n designed to ancourage Kavy recruiting and retention
to S3Aii% honorary degrees for naval p*rsoimsi to enhance tii .,' -
educational iaage.
Th« kz. project reefjaasndation* cj - Pl«a w«i*« analysed
In an effort to ascertain areas or emphaeie. five eatisgorisss were
establish**! and include publicity, cotfiisunlty relations, media relation-
ships, special events, and internal relations.
Hm tan projects related to publicity Wchiii^u^s favored
effort* to gain coverage in the print ia«sdia. Only two electronic-
directed sxs&ples wore noted. Qm proposed that a five minute weekly
radio orcodcast be prepared on the navy for use by local stations.
Th. ftttfff proposed assisting 08899 branch offices and recruiters in
placing Kav> filas on local TV. Tne print type publicity projects
related i ;lcping local features, hmaan interest, and photo re-
leases, iiartlcular emphasis is devoted to personnel, visiting Navy
VXJrs, end recruiting in these publicity releases.
Seven projects are devoted tc ctfiasunlty relations efforts.
Three of the examples related tc speaking appearances before the
public. One approach is to establish a local speakers' bureau within
the KRBiC tied in closely with the District CoBsaandant ' s speaker pre-
gran. A second effort is to arrange engagements for visiting; rsavy
VTfs before lotll civic groups. BM third endeavor involves arranging
for Mavy speakers to be scheauled at local high scnools. Another pro-
ject Jte» concerns nominating prominent coKiaunity ieaders tc CHINK)
fcr invitations to the Kaval War College Glcbal Strategy biscussiens
and VIP cruises. A novel reccBB»ende.tiun is to praacte the sinking of
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th^ Navy Hymn at local churches. The ethers relate to sponsoring
Navy fil® programs before service clubs and civic organisations and
pros* tin** ceraauni ty &jrpr ilattca for the Navyrcan's rol -alicna)
def?ns*.
The aedia relationship* category includes *ev«sn project
exairpD^a. Tvc cf th *e« r«lat- to Rtael&fttlafl if MM «. Mi
ex*cuttv«»level r«£le for ep- ' i. r. ;-.-;,• • : .-r.tAtion pp>flfm§« Two re-
fer to arranging neve tattffitVl or prtss tfllfWlftiti for visiting
Navy di#n5tarl»s and Vletr.ore v»t*rans on return to | ocal ccnau-
nity. 0n« recowstendaU-n tftftit I fyl&g »•» ft ;J • ' ->
isspaciai:;/ aducationa3
,
fcr C!7IFF0 and th*s D?.s v,rict PAG. The eu&-
is also vclunr.«*r«d that local n^vs aedta should t» pro laed if they
carry favc.rabl* Navy neve, and jjaWTtfiily contacted whon Navy nave is
not included. NiPA.Cs are also eneoura^el to rstabiish doe,* ties
vith the iccal aedia and identify the coapany as the Liavy'c ! voice" in
the community.
There are eight special event projects. 9a*NM IftfllttdUi arrang-
ing exMbite tf Combat Art, displays at :-ts, ttt*« as veil as
gaining ccswunity interest in sponsoring Hsvy Day eiTesflllllM Visits
to naval installation* by v< pi are alee encouraged. Two prc~
Jects are direct-* Bl WHifl It fug patients to naval hospitals. The
first seei>s coemunity contributions of personal iters for j. a,
while the MtMl Wlftote to irranring er ve. What appears
tc be the acst forcefully esj&afj eial I f a
lccal Navy I | Day in which the Navy's research ai naient
activities can be eapfcaeir^d. A Science Day Dinner fcr < I ty
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leaders and outstanding high school students is explained as worthy
of sponsorship. NFPACs are advised to coordinate this program with
the Offices of Naval Research and Naval Material. This particular
project is not cross-referenced in the 19^? Plan's appendices speci-
fically related tc projects for the Offices cf Naval Research and
Naval Material.
The category for internal relations has ten project sug-
gestions. Four of these stress frequent meetings and close coordi-
nation with the Commandant , his PAO, other PAOs in their area, and
Navy-oriented groups. Four other projects aim at improving members'
public affairs qualifications through visits to news media organi-
zations, field trips to naval commands, workshops, and practical
training sessions. Another project proposes assisting other naval
reserve units in developing publicity and community relations pro-
grams. Heavy stress in the last described project relates tc the
NRPAC making a continuing and vigorous effort tc recruit new members
into their unit.
Generally, the projects seem well balanced within the five
categories. It is apparent that the Navy, in defining these examples,
expects the NPPACs to operate most effectively on the local level.

Oi^ITIuF III
NBB\C SEGJECTS
AS8IGNM2HTS
Projects undertaken by the NPPACs, according tc Navy Public
Affaire Peculations , wust be assigned or approve by the District
Ccscnandant, or be assigned by the Chief of Information.
Other ccnsmnds are instructed not tc request assistance with-
out advisine tha Ccfstaandant cr his Public Affairs Officer of the nature
and objectives of the planned tasl< . If Hat pernios, commands making
requests are ;jxpact^d tc subsdt their proposals for assistance via the
Cctauandant. If the d«*adlin^ dees net permit this, the Commandant should
be notified and his concurrence obtained.
If NFPACs receive requests for public affairs support and wish
to fellow instructions, the request may be referred tc the cognisant
District MO for approval before any action is initiated.
Navy commands are further directed not tc asfc for assistance
in projects which ar« incompatible with or not contributory to the
Navy's overall public affairs objectives.
The Ccoaandant reserves the authority to assign projects which
will benefit eomnands c thar than the District Headquarters. Assistance
can be sought fer subordinate commands within the Naval District,
for other ccttoands scheduling an activity which is going to taka place
al
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In the District.
Thesa previal one are flexible, in practice, and serve mainly
to protect the NFfftCs Trcm overseftlous jxplcitation. District PAOs
seldom disapprove a request for public relations aid which tna
company considers it can adequately plan and axecut .
Bequests for project assistance develop in rany ways.
Cosnoandlng officers of installations in the Nf&A.C's local area will
frequently seel* the efforts of the company in change of coaaaand
csrasKMBies, recruiting, scheduling an cpan house, feature releases en
Navy personnel., etc. Local civilian service and civic clubs often
turn to the IvF:PACs for help In scheduling speakers and programs for
r.e*tlngs. Recently, a CHINPO offJ car contacted the Ccnssanding Officer
of NRPAC 9-11 in Denver to advis? him of a visit and speech by the
Assistant fecretary cf Ufa Navy for Financial Management which was tc
tsJr.e place in the Cclcradc city. The CO subsequently contacted the
progrsB coordinator for the Certified Public Accountants Stat^j
Association, sponsor for the visit, tc determine whether his unit
could be of an.y assistance.
Navy-oriented groups such as the Navy League, a national
civilian organization with local chapters, occasionally contact tha
NPPACs fcr assistance in programming Navy Day celebrations in the
local ccnuBunities.
irllcr this year, the Commanding Officer of NBPaC 1-1 in
Boston was called by the Ccmlssioner of Veteran's Services for tha
Ccttjac-nwealth of Massachusetts and asked fcr support in a project to
honor wounded Vletnara vet^rane hospitalised in Chelsea Naval Fcspital
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and Pert Devens urmy Hospi tal
.
Many MKMCl alsc tal>.& advantage of targets of uffni ImiiH !•
in their area and Initiate their (wn projects.
FLANKING
Napolecn once asserted: "In the campaign, avary move Bust
b« analysed and prepared in advance and in r«lat.; every other
aove. All euat be directed to the cca»on goal, Grcping tactics lea*
everything."
The Navy's blueprint as tc where it la in public relatione
and where it wants to go was previously described. The Annual
Department of the Navy Public Affairs Plan for 1968 indicates the
Navy's ideals, and prtvidee a rissicn in realistic terwa. The Plan
further sets forth a strategy through proposed public affairs pro-
jects and techniques. It clarifies its long range objectives, and
further defines those iKsediate goals which it hops a t< achieve.
The local planning function for NPPAC projects, In support of this
Plan, is a prerogative! cf the Individual unit. It is up tc the Co*-
sanding efficer and his staff to tailor the cewpany's plans to conform
to the project cr tasv at hand.
es companies, sufficiently larpe in Beoibarshjp., can d
nate a plans offic coaalttee—-If the scope of the pri.Jact
warrants it.
A news release publicising a Navyisan's pruscitlw can easily be
planned ae wall as executed by an individual, kt th-s ther end of the
continuum, a NFPAC project aimed at developing a ccttftunity relations
prograst can require several Bombers to adequately handle this important
function.
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In 19r>7, NPPAC 11-2 In Los ..ngeles became concerned vith an
apparent lack cf interest by the high school students in the Navy.
tte company discussed the problem fcr sometime, not only as it related
to recruiting, but else as it pertained tc the future understanding
and suppc-rt by these young p-cple fcr the Navy's rtle in rational
fense. The company analyzed Its public, in this case, the students,
and d*«?ids»d its strategy. The NBPAC determined that instead cf the
Navy or th<- unit attempting to present its story to the students, it
might be more effective tc arrant fcr ths students themselves to re-
port "what, tfa^ Navy is all about'. A asuatyl was bcro, and the next
step vas tasked tr ih* planners. The project vas entities "A Day
the Navy for High
I
Journalists'
.
The planners recognised that additional publics VHfl involved
—high school faculties and administrators. Plans were detailed fcr
presenting the program to Los initial County Boards cf Education to
gain their acceptance and participate n. The types of ship which
could effectively heat as many as 150 high school Journalists were
studied. An attach carrier, one of the Navy's largest and moat fcr-
aldable weapons systems, was selected. Plans for a presentation to
thw ship's ctmmano and kry personnel of hie staff ware for-
mulated tc enlist their re operation. A schedule of event© was carefully
structured which could stimulate the interest and snthusiasm of the
typical teen-age guest, while at the same time assuring significant
information was | <!y available, btit wruld be absorbed. Next, the
company determined that a news feature contest could activate young
journalists li 'pass the word' threw r their school publications.
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Coaeunity news coverage was desired, as well as the prestige attendant
tc prcfieeicnal madia involvement in the program. The planners reccm-
•ended that prominent Los Angelas area editors be invited to serve as
Judges for the contest between participating school correspondents.
Before the planners turned the project ever tc the 'doers", they in-
cluded a stipulation for one wore highly significant stssp in the public
relations program process. An evaluation cf the program, including
the planning function, was decided necessary after ccapleticn of the
pilot project. The program's success, dus—in great degree—to the
planners' perceptive theroughness, was repeated for several years in
Los Angeles and several other cities.
This cutstanding examplv* cf planning by the Los Angeles company
has been described beeause it is outstanding. The Naval Reservist is
a part tine serviceman. The vast majority of KRPAC members must
actively pursue their civilian livelihood for their families and th«s>-
aelv-as. Their KFBkC project participation i^ust be interwoven in such
a way with the civilian profess! on--that minimum conflict arises.
Thoughtful and detailed planning, which is so essential to
many of the significant public affair* projects which can be assumed
by ths NPPACs, is demanding in time. And that time, acre often than
not, has to be extracurri cular to the regularly schadulad meetings.
This may serve as an explanation for some of the more cbvit us
public affairs avenues taken by Us* KFPACs in their projects.
v'.XUTIGN
In the first ten months cf IftiBj CHIKFC has received reports
on 251 projects from 2'} NPPACs. Six companies have forwarded no reports*

Theee project reports war? searched in an «ff*.>rt Is) analyse
and detarssine If any particular type of public relations activity was
predominantly used et avoided by the RFPACs in achieving the stated
objaciivaa established by the Kavy.
Flv^ categories vera ystabliahed for this analysis , and
correspond tc the categories tat up In Chapter II for the analysis
of reccsraended projects ti th« lmnn3H ruelie Affaire Han for 1#'8.
Eapeating, the categorise include, publicity, aadla relationships,
ccaaaunity rslaticne, spseial event© and Internal relations. C&te
project was partially related to international relatione, but also
keyed (SOM to a coawinity relations effort. Ths pr is included
in th«s community f is category.
The ranks of the ecamitdliig officers and manb^rs of »eajb.-?rs
In the units war* alac included in the study tc determine if there
might tot any correlation between lbs rank of a ccaawxnding officer tr
NFPAC perecmul strength and Ilia FPFAC's output and activity.
Nc relationship was cbaervad in the analysis which pertained,
In any consequence, tc rank of the CO, 8ie»bers' numbers and activity
or output.
ftfels 2 deplete the results of this project analysis.
tabu:. I
nonet a^ai^sis
Halt
—p—
Members P IP CR ' >
——ip——————
i
M Project Total
1-1 IK 1 1 2
Beaton
3-1 36 1 3 1 5
*-i 7 2 1 3 3 9
Phi iadelphla

hi
table 2-ccntinu«<i
It MMfcaM 1 17 CB PE M Project Total
5-2 it;
—
7 2 SI
LouisvilleM 21 a U •» l
Washington, D.C.
6~8 I 1 i 1 1 1 13
Atlanta
8-1 7 6 i 1 1 12
New Crltians
7 8 i 1 3 13
Dallas
- 2 1 1 3
Corpus Christl
5 « 3 2 9
Ckla. City
w 9 3 1 2
Indianapolis
9-2 to 2 1 1 fc
Chicage
9-3 K u 1 1 6
St. LouisM II 5 1 3 2 11
Kansas City
9-5 12 1 1
Milwaukee
2 2 1
DetrcitM 9 1 1
TopekaM 8 15
pringfiald
6 H<
Ft. Wayna
9-12 10 1 10 3 1 32
£icux City
MA 8 SI 2 1 1 38
South Bend
11-2 25 > 3 i 1 Ik
Los >ng5lss
12-1 U ] 1 3
San Francisco
13- 15 1 i Ik
Seattle
13-2 9 l *; 2 2 8
Portland
Tc t&l 133 •5 !§ 2** It 251

Ca&tCor) $m • Ildty, OMtet
Relations; f^Xpeeial Events; HR**!edia ftalationahlps
«BMfcCc which submitted nc imports ar<* not included*
Publicity was th«* produ&inant project category. XRFACs re-
ported Ml 133 publicity project*, vhich represents 53 pageant of the
NEFAC Upo^m. at, A single news relaase, in acme casoa, wae re-
ported by companies a* a project. Other reports, reflected a
itinuing effort which required ssv^ral releases, "spot*' radio and
television anr.cunceaonts, etc. One of the publicity projects reflects
significant individual achievement. LODP Richard Theobald of KBffcC
5-4 in Washingtcn, n. C. was credited with contribute mi article
entitled "^rstery of the rpion: Wliat Could *Jave Sunk It?'", which
was putiished in the June IT, 1965 issue of U. S. fcews and World
Report magazine. In evaluating the article, higher authority praised
the writer's Objectivity and veracity, and declared the article re-
flected great credit upon tht? Navy.
Forty-five projects were devoted to Internal relations type
projects. This category was a distant second to publicity, and re-
presented a little ©ore than IT percent of the Frogmat r s national
effcrt. Twelve of the companies listed projects in which Navy ship
or shore station publications were critiqued for content, format,
interest and style. Two public affairs seminars war** hasted X
NRKvCs. Three units conducted vigorous programs to enlist qualified
reserve officers for their units. Other projects related to prepa-
ration of internal pttlatimatd .;fings
U Navy activities, and visits by KKI&C members to military
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instellatims.
Ccofsunicy relations projects <80ttHt<fl for mere tittfM 13 psa**
cent cf this year*! pi Bt*)< & a metrical Sfrstjtolat, tits units
in Fort Wayne, Indiana and oicux City led the field in c^aaaunity re-
lations projects with tan each, nil cf the Fort V»yne company ? s
effort was devoted tc arranging Navy film program* for ecaminity
organisations. Th*j leva liBirhC in oioux City arranfcsd for a civic
u the Military, five speaking engagements, a Kavy photo ex-
hibit, and three special Mavy programs before civic groups.
WBPAC VI la Philadelphia specialised in landing assistance
tc ccrnunity directed campaigns. Reservists took part in two hospital
health progress, and previdad public affairs guidance tc a civic-
spensor id fund campaign.
Vio-r corasunity relations presets were orient ad tc arranging
•paafcere, nottinatirw; prominent cos^unity leaders for Navy orientation
•riiees, assisting youth programs, and one company succ*i3dad in
arranging for HMi Havy hymn to be sung in local churches.
Twenty-four special events projects ar-s included in NPPAC
reports > representing nearly 10 percent of the Program output.
Fifteen cf tiM reporting 2ji companies apparently did not NtHN in-
volved in special events.
The Rew Orleans unit, which nas MtNM aian'oars, was the top
participator in this category with isttf projects. The Louisiana
NPffcC rapr^sentativi MbaftaVsi a il'Uffssuwy honoring Ccngi\.ssman
F. Edward Hebert ? arranges* naval retire»ent and change of ccca&and
ceresjonies, and host*! N v Crl-sans n*wsne.n for a special cruise aboard

a Navy subrarin.;.
The Riiladelphla company fcwtee assisted the District B^O in
special events related tc the battleship US? NSW JSRS63f. The meabsrs
served in the commissioning ceremony and once again in the initial
eea trials for the mammoth "battlewag'..n' , whan > IHtl Will n?wsraen
wars embarked. The third pr resulted In a visit by Miss America
to the Philadelphia Naval Hospital.
Other special events were directed at arranging combat art
exhibits, coordinating visits and cruises fcr youth groups, sponsoring
naval anniversary calibrations, and assisting in scheduling and
supporting Blue Angel Flight Teas* demonstrations.
Table 2 depicts that media relationships accounted fcr only
four percent of the projects completed by the NBBiCe. Nina companies
undertook !( prefects in this field. Sight projects involved con-
tacting news media fcr press conferences and electronic madia interviews.
The ether tvc. WMN unique enough tc merit attention. The unit in New
Orleans tcck the lead from the prefects proposed in the 1966 HLan, and
sponsor ~>d a ftflM Appreciation Night. The Chicago eotcpany, 9-2, imple-
mented a novel project approach which resulted in the Chicago Council
of tha Navy League mating an a*«wd tc a local nawscAin for his contri-
bution in reporting Navy affairs.
The analysis portrayed in Table 2 also indicates that NFPAC
>1U in South Bend sccred highest in project completions with 3o. It
sight be assumed that this is a disproportionate workload for a company
with only eight members. However, the project reports reflect that 3k
L.f the 3r projects were conducted in thi put! i city category. For the
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most part, these particular prefects required much less advance
planning, coordination, and could be affectively accomplished by on,;
or two reabers.
The NfcFftC in BUNK City p»rf»..naed a balanced program with li
projects devoted tc publicity, one to media relationships, it .
community relations, IfcPM special events, and eight internal relations
achievements. This unit has l€ members.
Only tve c^pani^s, >4 in xx City and o~2 in Atlanta,
completed presets in «V4ry tftl ry.
v
_-.spani«8 set tht. ir sights on but one category. The
Springfield, Illimle HFFAC acted en 1J> publicity projects, while the
Port Wayne company solely stressed Navy film shewing*.
Zi\zr statistic of interest, in quontitati fl analysis, is
tha, fVn public affair* units (Boston, X«v Tcrt, Washington, C. C,
Chicago and Los Angeles) wi resarvista, or more than 3? pare
of the Program's total membership, accounted for 35 reported project*
—a little ©or-* than 13 percent of the Program's project accomplish-
ments.
Qualification must b* assessed tc this project analysis
because much of the qualitative character of the projects was gathered
from subjectively prepared reports rather than by personal observation.
Data had to be extracted from project reports which mirror only those
essentials the repcrt writer Hilmt—ITt. In some eases, successful
projects may have been slighted by omissicn of amplifying material.
Conversely, cither prcjects which appear exceptional on paper could have
achieved their success more in the report drafter's imagination than

min the actual oarfc^tplace <T influence.
The analyst* dees Indicate what a Majority cf the NFFaCs
have attsEptsd In prcjacts. It further delineates the as categories
vhich soem less i&portant or adaptai HBPAC iBplsaentatien. In
additicn, the- analysis aotai that sarail cf.jr.pany memberships do get
necessarily restrict th* output or balance of public affairs activity
any Mfl than large »eart>erships assure a pre,peril uoate share in the
overall vcrisload.
EVALUATION
'Methodical research raaevea the gue saver*, frc® r.;uch of public
relations practice. Evaluation is the ccaaBc-n asnfie of profiting from
experience
.
'»
IliiitfUH ttM validity cf this assertion, the author studied
ttM Navy's MSjttffgg fe» -valuation of tfea KU5M2 Program in order to
survey llMi« IXtSfit and iipplicaiivn. Existing reguiati :ne and special
instructions pertaining is Program adnlnictratiu; v Ngfttttsftj and
several Key i .in 6lM Pro&rais Mtra vsd to deter-
nine current Mlfcstt bains vmploycci by CHIifFO, ths Naval Distr* rt BkOi
and IBtSlfl pertczuwl. In adlici-n, r.p rta relating to evaluation v«jre
also studied.
Navy rul". : >.?':&: vi ons provldei fo* tfca District
Cceunandant to coerosnt and usak£ x -•••:-.,x;r-*ttdaticna M *ft?PAC Project Peports
tb ITS forwarded t .f Information. ouch sa&eraaaiailts'
,
°Cutlip, fcott M. and Center, Allen H., directive Public
Relations , Jr4, static*, | Cliffs; Fr?ntice Hall, Inc.,
p. lO.

us they are iHMMMi l">y th* Navy, ar<* tc b* given significant weight
in determining tfeathdff * 9BS&C Wd uvurac'.u a Urri.;r: ,-a, * af
i"uc ffairs, achievement .
in ^eatas are a*ard*!d annually Vy CHIUFO •
jllalfng projects which aenot^ e»xc«&tiaaa2 twn:, Although
theae awards prlm*uii;/ liiivy as a^peaaaiattl af r. ri laa* sa3 k
pC • f KMJ : ,; - •' facilitates evaluation of
individua '•.:iwaa.
ProJ^cte aUNH nUfntriirffl la -•• I *^T ccapeoition *y a {Mtftal af
v v r
i
f af iMtaKMyiJ a*«
One MP «tf,p tba Head C Mm lava! Kaaarta and Training Branch.
a second offlaar &• Ra*a : . Lr4 pa .
vat f, i numi t
Ai- p. ject rep r ; iwn •ttaaiaad iaftividsally bar
evaluation yaaal ad as* . .. . .. im
'Kiuai pgrojaet
.
- E*>«an *c..r-.=
tf HM ffeaaa ii,rad«e. ass.sesed by the panel. Individual project &cor«*s
were added tc determine total project scores for each company. These
scores aura then divided by the r.uco ?r af projects submitted by the
KFftiC tc arrive at a ssean project score, which was intended to r-s-
flect the average quality of each prefect. The total pre J act mean
ft "was further divided by the number af company members to include
average membership participation as a factor. 2^ The major criteria
factors designed in flat competition evaluation vaii productivity and
quality cf projects. Quality consideration was subjectively asasssed
^U. T. Navy, Memorandum from Captain D. P. Overby tc Chief i.f
Infcrwatl en
,
undated in Vt

by the panel me»bers, whc werfred in differing areas ct public affaire
specialisation.
••erage member participation was regarded by the designer
tea a secondary or influencing factor. In subsequent evaluation cf the
design for this competition appraisal, CHINPC concluded that this latter
factor did net aaterially affect the standings of the top 1$ contenders . 27
This award-related evaluation has been explained in detail for
it r^j\ a the sole official methed utilised by CKINFQ to analyse
NBPAC project effectiveness.
During the year, prior to the Judging of annual output, project
reports ars normally filed in individual NBPAC folders, as they are
received, the reports are read by the Head cf the Naval P.®»®rv® and
Training Branch, and then routed to the Director cf the Internal
Pelaticns Division. Should the latter officer desire to bring a
specific project to the Chi«f of Information's attention, he forwards
it en to the admiral. This occurs only in exceptional cases. Usually
the report is returned to the appropriate NBPAC file folder.
There is no fcrraal stipulation which requires that evalua-
tive comment or "feedback* be directed by CHIKFC back tc the NPPAC.
Nevertheless, some "feedbae* " does take place.
Monthly, CHINFO publishes a bulletin called Itasa of Interest
which is mailed to the NFPACa. Frequently, descriptions of success-
ful projects conducted by NFR'tCt are included in this bulletin.
Evaluative comments are consistently commendatory, because such in-
clusion is designed to exemplify the type of projects which can be
^Ibid.
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effectively accomplished by a NPPAC.
The following typical example cf this 'feedback' vas taken
from the January. 19CB issue cf Items for Interest
.
We recently received a project report from NRPAC 6-8 in
Corpus Chrlsti that is proving so successful m are passing it
along for possible use in your area. A retired Coast Guard
officer, while hospitalised in Corpus Christ!, vas so impressed
by hospital volunteer that he decided after recovery to offer
his services to hospital shut-ins. The patients are able to
leave their rooms but are confined to the hospital with nothing
to do. A unique program of travelogues , folk singing and movies
vas started. NFI&C ft-8 vas asked to provide Navy filas. On
short notice they even delivered the films directly to the
hospital and aided in setting up and shoving the movies. Ve
considered this an excellent public service preset. It illus-
trates still another audience for Navy films and, incidentally,
makes a fine item for local press coverage.
In certain outstanding projects, CKINIO may choose to send
copies of project reports to the other KPPACs for recommended imple-
mentation.
On occasion, informal remarks may reach the companies during
personal contact between a CHINK) officer and the NRI&C, in a tele-
phone conversation, or as part cf personal correspondence. Such
comments—for the most part—are general and laudatory in nature.
District PACs ncr&ally prepare the forwarding endorsements
for project reports which are submitted by the NRPACs and fcrvarded
via the Commandant to CHINFO. A copy of this endorsement is returned
to the RRFAC and serves as another form of "feedback".
If the project appears veil-conceived, planned and executed,
generalised commendatory remarks are provided. In the case of un-
distinguished project reports, the PAO usually restricts the official
endorsement to read "Forwarded."

uh of llM
of i ml tfe t ',-'' m hi*
key officer can cr vS.ll devote tc M& '"RPACe. This program is but
one cf mm] public ralat* -at suporviei, c its
cr conduct.
Those unit? which arts cc-lccatod in ths sa&a cities as ths
District H^adquart-srs MM MP* opt tc tnji sa contact, anperviaiotij
and project evaluation than ore those which are geographically distant.
The district PAO, like hie ttlMS Counterpart In CUT I - MOM
or leas on "hew* the prefect is wi ttan* rather than by personal cb~
nrwHlssj sr icquainfcono .
An aflrtltlrins? '-" valuation pr -curs at the
individual MWaC level. Li' pr.:.«oot planning, sv&luatioa is
a unit prerogative ar.d vori 3 «%1 iy.ju.ruvr, 1 igjsjg to . .
the MqsjisB/*a ccraraondirig i.-ffleer. DM itsjs|sjpft forsc&t prescribed by
Wavy Public Affairs fi^flulafcicmi ft.r tlie frcject Report includes a
aectlon for Hie CO*e renarks.
7!re frliovlng remarks taken Unsj KRTAC Srojoct feqNVte typify
these ooflOBents generally I fey CSTJfOa
This continuing project has bean carried out for totae thing
over five years.
We received excellent coverage cf the Admiral's visit and
the entire occasion vaa a social success. The Ataixul was wall
received.
LT Gillette's Idea of using favorable Navy aaterlal appearing
ta the Congressional PflOOrfl is a good one, einco printing la
this publication Is likely to further
the subject in the Kind of the editorial writer. A continuing
project Is plannsd wink t? OH r.

Itid recruiting of Bavy Nur area is being assieted.
Thia represents MM rather comprehensive aspect of the total
Piv . j ran .
CDP Stengel did an outstanding Job. Cartwright'a talks war*
well received.
la separat? group* ef officer vers photographed poking vith
Ada. Nut*. I wait donate iniff Intwrviational.
Mailed the following day tc appropriate hometown newspapers.
Have M Clipping aarvice so have nc report on total result*.
the ccBswandinfe officer's reaarV* reflect
individual recognition or the beneficial Job being carried out by
the KRrXC. He appears U k nor© guilty, in this respect, than
his District PftO.
-cifj? evaluation details concerning: public affairs objec-
tives Biutfh* and/or achieved; target publics; planning procedures
problems. ccaBaunicaticn-techniques employment; and proJ *ct adapta-
bility, are '• t M >d or excluded.
)e CHIKFO annually evaiuet^e individual, as well as com-
bined NftlfcC p s "feedback' <<r evaluation comments are
too infrequent and United to praise. NRIftCs which arc misdirecting
thjiir pr^grara oust deduce such a ecncluei n through self-analysis.
This introspect <v $ JtMvSnation must be based on a NftPAC's failure
%t bfl SjMSjH - a I Hft&flSStt • f r niljiO affmira tatet«*v nc NfclsJi £$4fal
have resulted frcr. marginal or sub-standard performance.
Additionally, no recent evaluative study or research effort
was on file or available through interview at CHINFC, which indicated
any cemprehensive attempt tc anaiyz nignifleant aspects of ttie
MBJfcC Program.

CBAPTEf? IV
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study has been to analyse tha NRPAC
Program in order to detersine how It functions; attempt to evaluate
the effectiveness of the Program as it is nov operating; tc ascertain
problems of significance and the Beans by vhich they have or can be
resolved; and tc previde recommendations for improvement
.
The preceding chapters have been devoted primarily to deter-
mining and reporting hov the program functions. An analysis was made
cf the Navy's public affairs plans, objectives, and proposed projects
which pertain to NFPAC implementation. In addition, completed pro-
jects for 1968 have been closely examined to observe the public
relations areas which have been stressed by or considered adaptable
tc execution by the NFBftC*. Further, a study was made to ascertain
the evaluation aspects of the NFPAC Program as it relates to public
affairs projects.
Data has been compiled from an intensive search of existing
regulations, instructions and files in the Navy's Office of Information,
numerous personal intarvisvs were conducted in Boston, Newport, Rhode
Island (Naval War College Public Affairs cemlnar), Washington, D. C,
and Chicago with officers who are vitally involved in the daily
direction of the NFPAC Program at the CHINFC, Naval District and
company levels. Several lone distance telephone interviews have been
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made to gather amplifying Information on significant factors which
effect the Frograpi's operatic n. In addition, correspondence has
been exchanged with three key officers in the field to gain their
overview of the program's effectiveness, problems and distensions.
In order to arrive at conclusions relating to the NRPAC
Program, which are the requisite basis for recommendations relating
to improvement, further research was believed necessary. This re-
search was based en 507 questionnaires mailed to four groups of
naval personnel.
These questionnaires were designed and directed at the four
groups to see* data which pertained to: Profrata effectiveness-
ascertaining significant Program problems as well as suggested
resolutions; and comments which could contribute to substantive re~
eoiwnendatlcns for it pr= v • \ -m. sf ths ,v roll NPPAC Prc^.ra- .
The largest group to which questionnaires were sent was the
396 members of the NPPAC Program. More than 37 percent responded.
A second type of questionnaire was structured for the 31
commanding officers of the MRRVCs. Approximately 70 percent volun-
teered their efforts by responding to the questionnaire.
The Raval District Public Affairs Officers were the third
group from whom questionnaire data was requested. In this category,
there was an SO percent response.
The fourth typa of questionnaire was forwarded to key
personnel, who command or are in vital naval assignments in local
areas served by the Iff PACs, who do or could benefit from the support
and services of these Specialist Units. This group includes: Navy
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Recruiters; the Naval Reserve Group Commanders, and. coc;«ianciing officers
of local Navy Installations. Responses were obtained from hk percent
of this group.
Many 1 teoas vers repeated in combination or all of the question-
naires, so that specific aspects of the irograc. sm&A be viewed fro*
several and varying standpoints.
Based upon the foregoing research methodology and program
examination, the following conclusions are made.
pROGBAh wmennmm
In arriving at a determination concerning the Program's
effectiveness, significant weight and reliance had to It given to the
evaluations of recognised Navy public affairs exports who are involved
in the Program's supervision, coordination and execution . In addition,
evaluative comments were also sought fro* other sources, who—although
not specialists in public relations—could be expected to assess the
benefit of efforts aimed at achieving results in this field.
Respondents to all types of questionnaires, as well as those
personnel who were interviewed, voiced universal opinion that the over-
all NRFAC fregno; is affective and contributes substantially to the
Navy's public relationships.
the Navy's Chief of Information observe.
Bm Naval neaerve Public Mfttiif* Cw&panltts ore an effective
instrument for assisting the Navy in achieving the objectives of
the Apartment of the Navy Jublic Affairs .-ian. 9m members cf
the companies, both as Individuals and collectively, monitor the
climate of local attitudes and pNMKrti HHiltf*%ta&lllC of and
appreciation for the Navy's vital role in national security.
The Public Affairs Officer for the Chief of Naval Air Reserve
Training (CNARP^TRa) travels extensively throughout the U. 0. in
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co-ordinating the public relations program conducted by the naval
r6Mum air stations. A recognised expert in Navy public affairs
on the local level, the Captain wrote:
As a IAO on active duty, icy impression of the overall NRP/tC
prcgraa is outstanding* 2he dedication, patriotic*, tatttl
and enthusiasa to do soaething for their Navy and their country,
is west . rthy, especially vnen COM roaliz-is that coat ambers
are non-pay.
9M Ninth Naval District Public Affaire Officer ha© public
relations contact with the 13 units in his District. He also has 15
years of experience as a FAC specialist. He cited his general im-
pression of the Frograra, when he corresponded:
The over-all NBFAC program is productive uf worthwhile, current
projects which enhance the tfavy tM0l in leading pcpulaticn areas
cf the District. The cost to the Navy for this program is ainiisai
since 95% of these taking part are en a nor*-pay basis. The program
Is also keeping the fublic Affairs Specialist Officer in continuous
practice in the field so that in the tfPMft of &cbili2ation tc Active
Duty, they are able to fit into billets with icinl&uaj lost tixse and
Motion.
The Ccaieandinc Cfficer of the !?aval Air ftation in Seattle
indicated that he has sought publicity ar.d assistance in such special
events as Wavy participation in the Seattle Sea fteir, ship visits,
and open hcue?e. He tewed the support he received free WHM? 13-1
«s •'beneficial, desirable $nd | J at-d' . Such coKtaendatlc-n was
similarly reiterated by nearly every cc^maandint: cfficer who reported
working " » "iBFftCs en a local basis.
'.[he chief recruiter in IVtroit was representative < f his ^roup
who had frc» t.ime • affaire aid frr*> the NFPfcCs.
In hJa qurjstitrmaire, Fh? included details about the efforts of 9-6 in
publicizing the Navy's Seabee trill Tea1- p HA W ance and exhibit of the
r-Marine Corps Cine-Globe at the Wehl«par. State Tb.1t. !!e graded
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their efforts as excellent and I«msficlal to the Navy in that area.
Although biased in cpinicn, a Commander in the Dallas Unit
(8-3) typifies the confidence and enthusiasm reflected by so ©any
MRf&C members around the country. The Commander declared:
Our unit is extremely effective in planning and executing
media support of appropriate events... this Includes all media.
I know of no project we've undertaken that has fallen entirely
flat.
This particular officer is Executive Director of the Dallas
United Fund Agency and has more than 1C years experience in S-3.
The PAO for the .Eighth Naval District givas credence to this
statement. He r-asponded in his questionnaire that KBJftC members are
particularly helpful %t his public affairs progress. He attributes
their effect!vaness to personal friendships vith the nevs readia,:
actual knowledge of the media production process, especially TVj
•Xcellent planning vhich achieves maximum results in minimum time of
execution: and rotation of pr Jeets to make all members participators.
A significant indication of the effectiveness of a program,
such as this, relates to a common belief by the members that what they
are doing is cf value to them individually. Ninety percent of the
NREAC membership asserted In the returned questionnaires that they had
gained public relations experience as a result cf their NRJftC affili-
ation. Of this group, 92 percent considered that this experience vas
normally balng employed by th$ir unit.
Hot a singla questionnaire, interview or item of correspondence
condemned the overall WBPkC program or its potential to achieve bene-
ficial results for the Navy in its public affairs endeavors.
It wculd be misleading, however, to conclude that all projects,
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unit* and members ar$ sffactive In this Frograa. The analysis cf
completed projects in Table 2 _f Chapter III refutes this. There
ar*s problems vhich do affect the Program and will be discussed later
In thla chapter.
But whom viewed in national perspective, the NRPAC Progra©
is concluded tc be affective.
PRIME PROJECT
Thy question arises as tc whether ther® are projects which
the NFPACs can west effectively execute. Tha analysis cf projects
already completed in 1968 indicates that NRFACs are capable cf success-
fully doing work in all categories of Navy public affairs projects
which have been proposed to tham. Table 2 indicates that, overall,
the NRPACs davcte 53 percent rt their project efforts to publicity.
This preferred approach to public relations is supported in several
ways by the questionnaires. Tha COa of the NRPACs indicated that 50
percent of the projects initiated by their companies this year ware
cf a publicity nature. When asked what type cf project could best
bs planned and executed, based on the skills and experience of the
unit memberships, publicity was specified in more than 50 percent cf
the responses.
In projects initiated and completed, community relations ran
a distant second with 20 and 25, respectively, according to the unit
COs. These statistics are generally corroborated by the District PAOs
in their responses to the question pertaining tc the type of project
initiated by the companies.
Recruiters, commanding officers of local installations and
Reserve Group Commanders universally selected Publicity as the fiald

ain public relations which could ssost effectively be planned and
executed. CcsaRunity relation* ran a close second, while special event*
wa» frequently seltcted a* a third ghatft,
Thr*<? of the eight District, F&O* ecnsldered publicity as the
skill or technique Bost effectively used by the RBPACs, while two
others indicated media relationships as the pri«ary area of speciali-
sation. One PAC denoted ccssrounity relations, while the rtauainlns thres
were net definitive to a &®&v<&e that a single category could "be selected.
Msnbera who specified an area in which they gained public re*
lations experience named publicity in more than 57 percent of the
responses. They also selected publicity as the project type ifelct:
their company could best execute in 55 percent of the questionnaires.
Only II percent of ths naBbars responding to the type of project least
practical fcr unit implementation selected publicity.
Based en this data, and additional inforoatien gathered by
interviews and correspondence, It is concluded that publicity serves
as the public affairs approach which the HRPACs presently can and do
best execute.
Recalling frc® Chapter II. ths S*vy*s Annual Public Affairs
Plan recesttsnded lc projects related to publicity from a proposed field
of 4P. Thus, it can he observed that the l&PACe place far snore emphasis
on publicity than •*«< the Mavy in its expectations fcr ths Program's
achievemente.
Discussions were held with several officers in CKXNFO and on
the District level to gain further insight into the predominate pre-
ference for this type project. The following reasons were central Is
these discussions.

| a Publicity project* are adaptable to being planned and con-
ductad by a single s>aaber.
2. The majority of companies have members In th« news media
and consequently have a high degree of proficiency in preparing; publicity
releases.
j. rubiicity la regarded by the KBPaCs as an expectation of tha
Navy in public affaire projects.
a. Many units who lack comprehensive understanding cf public
relatione and its techniques and facets regard publicity as th« primary
aeans by which tc gain public support.
5. Publicity releases represent tangible evidence of project
effort. Newspaper clippings, basud en these releases are offered as
evidence, In project reports, of achievement.
POTENTIAL FOP ACHIEVi34EHT
Another aln in this analysis was to determine if there Is
a project or responsibility which can more effectively be employed by
the NPPACs.
Analysis cf the responses tc the NPP&C members' questionnaire
reveals an important reservoir of community participation and contact,
which If properly used, can lead to significant achievement in public
relations. This reservoir should add greatly to the sue: and substance
of the Navy's community relations effort.
The members' questionnaire asked the respondent to indicate
civilian organisations to which he belongs and is AOHYI, One hundred
and forty-sov*n respondents entered checks representing membership in
726 organisations in their communities.

There were but •even respondents who did net Indicate any affili-
ation. One officer in Boston, and one in Dallas, were Joined in this
exception by five officers frees 9-2 in Chicago. Pour of the 9-2 officers
were vary Junior officers, two ensigns and two lieutenant junior grades,
and all were employed in advertising.
NFJfcC members also indicated that they had or do hold 37^
offices In the organisations to which they belong and are active. One
officer in Oklahoma City,, who works In advertising, consented that he
had held 25 offices, during the past three years, in professional
societies, the press and advertising clubs, alumni and youth groups, as
well as in political organisations and fund campaigns.
Another senior officer in South Bend's 9-lk, asserted in his
questionnaire, that he had been elected president of various organi-
sations on 11 occasions, and had also served as secretary or treasurer
four other times.
The South Bend KFEfcC provides an Interesting profile in ecsaau-
nity contacts. Pive officers responded to the questionnaire. Hone of
the NFf&C amberb are designated as 1655 specialists, nor are any on-
ployed in the raass communications or public relations fisld. Their
occupational pattern includes: a comptroller, a university dean, an
engineer, and sales and Insurance representatives. Collectively, they
are active In k2 organizations. Pour are members of the Chamber of
Commerce and professional societies. Three members indicated affili-
ation with alumni and youth groups, the Navy League, church, and ser-
vice organizations, such as Klwanls and Fotarians. Two members
indicated they are active in PTA, fraternal organisations, the Naval
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Reserve Association, fund drives and political groups. All five belong
to veterans* groups, while on« i» involved in civic work and another it
in the National and local Bed Cross.
The South Send aawbership, in addition tc MM previously nen-
tioned officer, have served in such pests as; president cf the local
Navy League chapter; vice~pr^sld*nt of the synagogue, deputy coaaaander
and naticnal coB®ittae»an for the Jewish War Veterans, president tf a
university alumni group; and president of the Naval Reserve Association
and VT.v local organisations.
In referring to labl* 2, 9-lk in South Bend completed 36 pro-
jects, 3*» cf which were in the publicity category. The four other
prefects were devoted to ether categories—with the exception of ceaau~
nity relations.
Fro© th«2 available information, it appears the Touth Bend unit
has overlooked the Source of one of its foremost strengths—faci*j» fct*face
contact and interaction within the ccsesunity. This unit shares such a
possible oversight wiUi several ether companies In the NBFAC Irogram.
Only two NRIACs hav<-, und;-?ruaKen a substantive masher of cemmu-
nity relations projects. Both pVU in Pert Wayne and 9-12 in Sioux
City reported tea projects «ach. The Port Wayne unit limited their
efforts to programing filma concerning, the Navy before community organ*
isatiens. The company in Sioux City conducted a somewhat more diver-
sified approach to their community relatione program.
The Iowa NPPAC made arrangements for the Blue Angels Plight
Demonstration Team to perform at Sioux City's Fdvercade Celebration.
The reservists coordinated this appearance with officials from the
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celebration, the local chamber cf commerce, the U. t« Air Force, and
•everal other civic group*. More than persons war* sstimated to
have attended th« flight demonstration. 1*1*3 KRftiC alec arranged for
the Blue Angel pilot* to attend youth wards in two local hospital*.
Member* aloe set up arrangement* for a fishing contest" lor youngsters
in connection with the celebration.
In another community effort, 9-1** scheduled a tribute to the
retiring Commanding Cfficsr of the local Sea Cadet Corp*. More than
two hundred pacple fro© the community attended the event, which was
reportedly covered by local new*paptsr* ; radio and television. In an-
other project, again with youth* of the Sea Cadet Corps, >-la arranged
transportation to the West Coast for 14 youngsters so chat they could
cruise aboard Navy ships of the raelfic Fleet, funds for this support
ware solicited from the local Navy League chapter and several Sioux City
businessmen.
Unfortunately, responses It cambers • questionnaires wore not
received from >-14, due to uis-addressing. Biographical data card* on
the membership were available in the Office of Information. I inarch
of these cards revealed ten memoars ol tnis unit, like the oouth Bend
unit, are neither 16>i> specialists, nor are they ett^JuLoyed in maa«* eom-
ciunications or public relations occupations. Thesu occupations include:
a credit manager, senior accountant, reax estate salesman, university
dean, the assistant county attorney, a lawyer, pastor, 1MB investment
canagement consultants, and a rancher.
In order to learn more aoc-uc the community contacts of chl*
unit, a telephone Interview was conducted wit/, tne unit's Commanding

Officer. Be reported that his associates were affiliated with and
served at officers fcr a majority cf the community organisations in
Sioux City. Two members have held political office and a third is now
serving in the Iowa House of representatives. Three es* the members are
wary active speakers. One number is presently President of the Lion's
Club and is on the City CcaircII. The CO of >-l4 paid tribute to a
former member of the NEI&C, who had recently moved to Dallas, as having
given the major thrust to th* ccmpany's publicity program. H« said the
Ravy "really enjoyed news coverage tut cf proportion to its coRstunity
involvement'1 . This he attributed to the grills volunteered by the de-
parted member, who was a newspaperman. felicity remains important
and is effectively being conducted by the regaining washers. The CO
said the local news media had become accustomed tc receiving inff r-
mation about the Navy, and the members had learBed the "Knack" fcr
presenting publicity in such a way the media would use it.
But more important, he said that his associates were in daily
contact with the key leaders of the local, area. Whenever the occasion
arose, when the Kavy could be involved
,
9-1^ members could facilitate
organisations to 'think Havy'
.
Table 3, which fallows, prints out that the representative
RPf&C member is a Joiner. He is also noted as an activist and, in
many instances, is a prime participator in the leadership framework
of his community. This is apparent through the numbers of offices
held by these public affairs reservists.
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Captain Ivan Grievcld, Nttli Affair* Off1car for the Naval
B*9&rra Training Cccmand in Orsaha f<r wr,re than five years, susaaed up
th* public relatione opportunity which can be fashioned through erases*-
nity contact, whsn In wrote:
Th-ar-• ar* either responsibilities and projects which can to*
effectively assigned t>y tfw Navy, By this, I hav- in siad the
d a Reservist or anyone in the Navy can 4c for the Navy in his
day-to-day contacts. Most everyone of our people belong to organ-*
isations V.utsid^' these se—iitwi as service oriented. It is
through these organisations that »uch good can toe done. Our Public
Affairs Company aesrbers seat a lot of people. ••we depend upon then
to be sources cf information. ..net only Just to the staas media...
but tc those with whoa they come in contact. X f*«& that we should
stress this area cf voluntary responsibility. Unfortunately, this
sort of endeavor can ' t be shown as a project . . . sosretiaes I *& in-
dined to wonder, Why not?
I Mleve we should add to those areas of prefect raaptasitili'y
...these which one sees as an individual...and most of ail, does
scaethlng about. For example...A man is nestber of a church. If
he feele that tho local vouch gn.up ha* not seen a film about the
Navy such as "The Gentle Hand' ...cr perhaps has not gained any
Una f v reanlry? cf Sal ...that individual should volunteer
to meet with this group and present such a program. Ihere is scae-
thlng to be gained by having an individual sense a need and do
something about it...it*s his idea...and anyone worlds harder w
he f ?als that h? ie accomplishing something that was tho prcs? ict cf
his own creati.
The PAO for the Eighth Naval District mentioned that the
cempani ;s in his rtgicn usually hav* close personal association with
civic leaders at state and local levels. Tftis was echoed by the Fourth
Naval District PAO whe referred to tha cloa* personal contacts his KPPACs
have with municipal officials.
The FAO for the Third Naval District noted that the Hew York.
City NBPAC had been particularly effective in a survey project. Much
of the success in this project was attributed to civilian sources who
had assisted the company in its ireasursment analysis.
the Ninth Naval District HO remarked in his questionnaire that
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the projects ha prefers to assign to KFRkCs require 'extensive local
contact and are best worked en by snail groups".
Cn^-third of the COs of NBPACs stated that his company possessed
its most effective skills in community relations projects. This skill,
however, does not appear, in project reports, to he used. In the
analysis of projects reported for 1966, only 39 of 251 were in the com-
munity relations category, cr a little Bore than 15 percent of the
Captain Oriswcld mentioned that such cf the individual efforts
by NPFftC members in community contact worfc cannot be shown. He aefced,
"Why not?" Perhaps, much is being done by the reservists which actual-
ly does further the Navy's community relations. If so, it should be
recognised as a ccntibutcry factor and evaluated for the Importance it
may be rendering to the Navy's overall public affairs program.
It is concluded that NBPAC members reflect in their question-
naires an excellent network of personal contacts within th©ir communities.
It is further concluded that this potential should be better recognised
by ths Navy, both as It relates to the units collectively, and members
individually. Further, this reservoir of community contact should be
given more emphasis and direction by the NFPACa and higher authority In
improving the Navy's community relations efforts.
OTHSP CONCLUSIONS
AND OBSSFVATIONC
Research was conducted in this analysis to determine if all
responsibilities, objectives and projects assigned to the NBPACs are
adaptable to successful implementation. Obviously, some companies are
better abl* tc. support certain projects and objectives through varying

s>iils. Thar* wts, however, no substantive case built against any
individual responsibility, objective, or project type in this research.
Four companies listed speakers bureaus, as the project tlwy could least
supper t. Hcvjv r, qualifying statements indicated that speaking engage-
cjents by qualified active-duty personnel could be arranged. Several
aenbers, COs of NPPACs, and District PAOs stressed that projects should
be meaningful and not Just 'busy" ¥* t 9 the Berbers.
The basic conclusion is that there are net unnecessary responsi-
bilities, objectives or recctaasnd^d pr Jects assigned tc the overall
JfftFAC Prcgraa.
All levels within the Program universally agree that satis-
factory coordination between tha companies and higher authority does
exist. All but one of the District PAOs B®rvv as Program Officers for
the KRPACs in their Districts. Although these officers are unable to
eet frequently with companies far reatcvad frc» their headquarters,
correspondence and telephone conversations appear tc maintain satis-
factory contact for proper coordination.
Several COs of NRPACs, aeabers, and two District PAOs expressed
a desire fcr District or CHINK) sponsored public affairs sessinars at
which cceaBcn problems and worthwhile projects could be exchanged, dis-
cussed or resolved.
There was an indication in some questionnaires that confusion
arises in certain cownunities because the various PAOs fcr their
reserve units fail to coordinate costaunity affairs programs. However,
this problem was being worked out individually and resolutions appeared
tc b* the order.
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Project assignments ar-i handled in accordance vith the regu-
lations stipulated by the Navy. Except In the case of on* District
PAO, projects not assigned by the Ccsaaandant or CHINK* are approved
by the PAO. Project requests coma in frost taany sources, particularly
in the local area, but the majority are self-Initiated by the NPPACs.
Affiliation of aeabers with the ?JFPACs is closely supervised
by all but two of the District PAOs. Applicants not in the tnass
cooaunicatlons field or In public relations are generally considered
on a case-by-case basis. A favorable reeosssendation by the NFPAC CO
Is afforded considerable weight by the District PAO. Two District
PAOs pointed cut that NEPACs which lack the requisite aeaberahip (lc)
to reaain in operation are afforded greater latitude in enlisting new
sabers, which can result in und^sired or marginal affiliation. One
Commandant, in crdsr tc sustain a unit in his immediate area, directed
the affiliation of two aectbers who did not possess the requisite
qualifications or apparent motivation. It is interesting to note that
the company tc which these officers were assigned voiced the general
recomaendation that the unit be disestablished, although CHINK)
recently gained a supervisory responsibility in approvi xi^ the affili-
ation of aeabers in NBPACs, no substantive action has yet been taken
tc exert this authority.
Iteas were included in questionnaires for aeabers, COs of NBIftCs
and District PAOs which asked what factors are considered responsible
for a NBPACs success. Generally respondents provided two or more
factors.
The NFJ&C COs responded, by acre than 5( percent, that the

professional qualification* of tt a t's membership were responsible.
This factor was alsc strongly endorsed (35 percent) by the members,
although a substantial percentage (£>) attributed unit success to
leadership. District PACs seemed Individually disp^irs-td among several
factors.
Cther factors ccnancnly mentioned by ths members vers unit
enthusiasm and motivation, which are related to leadership. Only five
percent of the members recognised local contacts as a Key factor for
the unit's success. Seven percent referred to personal interest by
the membership, which appears related to the four percent who xprsssed
individual participation as a wajor factor.
Three vf the NPEAC CDs referred to ecsmpany enthusiasm as
important factors. Twc specified the importance of community contacts
and leadership.
The District IftOs mentioned the following factcrs for success:
meaningful presets, good organisation, recruiting of «1unicr officers,
leadership, qualified membership, and cooperation between the other
reserve units and the NFFAC. The Eighth Naval District PAD introduced
another unique factor when h* remarked chat units tend to perform better
when net overshadowed by a large active duty installation, since they
handle wore aeaningful projects.
Responses to this particular item were specific in naming
factors, tut—for the most part—did not amplify their selections.
Fro* the above data.- it can generally be assumed that success-
ful companies are those which possess qualified memberships augmented
by strong unit lsadarship which can generate the motivation and personal
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Interest of the members.
fOTIVATICHAL FACTORS
This study alsc attempted to determine what factors cctivate
members to affiliate in a naval rm*&rr& unit for which no-pay la likely.
Respondents were offered, in the KRPAC members' questionnaire, six
choices: fulfill USKR obligation, gain PF experience, make contacts,
patriotism, prestige, and retirement benefits. If other factcra were
involved, respondents were requested to specify th<* factors. Respon-
dents wer« asked to indicate the three factors which most motivated
their affiliatlcn and to assign a number cf ona to thrae to assign an
order of importance. A great many of the respondents only checked
three factors and did net assign the numerical order cf Importance*
In tabulating ths result cf this item, a factor indicated as first
choice was awarded three points; second choice two points: and third
choice or a factor merely checked was given one point.
Tabl* 4, which fellows, relates the results- if this item. Th<t
figure following tha choice indicates the number of tisea the factor
was selected by respondents, and the figure in parentheses indicates
the value of this figure as previously described. An additional
column indicates chcic-s made by the HRPAC CCs, who w ftjf asked
to provide factors which they felt motivated reservists tc affiliate
with a KBPAC. No choices were provided and no order of importance re-
quested
.
Patriotism is the motivational factor most frequently selected
by the members, and carries the most weighted value by being ranked as
number one or two choices. This particular factor predominated among
the more senior officers, as fulfilling the USNR obligation did among
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the junior officer* whc have recently affiliated vith NKBMhK Retire-
ment benefits gained addad significance to officers of seniority who
could Bta attainment of these beaefite in the next live a* aor© y&ars.
Gaining PR experience and asking FF contacts was ssp^eiaily important
to ths ensigns and lieutenant Junior grades. Prestige shoved Its
strength priieariiy a&ong senior officers. As is indicated, a signi-
ficant number of th* officers noted, as another factor, that th-y
enjoyed th<* associations they gained through NBR\C affiliati- .
TABLE 4
STATISTICS ON MOTIVATIONAL FACTOPS
::.-.«
-zs
{Motivational Factor No* Of Members (Jo. Of COs
Selecting (Point Values) Selecting
Patriotism
Retirement Benefits
Gain PR Experience
Fulfill USNF Obligation
Make PR Contacts
Prestige
Others incluc
fiojey hssc elation
Help Navy
Interest in Navy
Ccmmar-.dani Assigned
Promotion Opportunity
Bend an Ear
(Boston Member)
* belong to sane NPPX'
<[146)
1[102)
68 1
59 1[113)
al 1[ ft)
29 \[ 4c)
15 <[ 2k)
7 1[ 12)
h \[ i)
2 \
: *>
1 l[ 2)
1 1[ i)
5
I
2
>
3
*
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The CCs of NRPACs did not seem to mmaa the importance of
fulfilling the USHB obligation, due in pert because many have not yet
recruited very junior members. It is also possible that tcany COs lack
the empathy to ascertain this factor's importance to the young man with
a naval reserve obligation, the strength of the retirement benefits
may have resulted from the importance of this factor to the COS
personally, many of whoa are within 'sight" of retirement. It is
evident , however, that the COs sense the importance to young officers
of gaining PR experience and Baking Ht contact.
These statistics lead to the conclusion that patriotism serves
as a strong activating force among the officers of the KPPAC Program.
While fulfilling the USNB obligation is highly Important tc the Junior
officer, this same young officer festers high expectations that he will
gain public relations experience and contacts through his affiliation.
NPPAC members were also asked what factors are responsible for
their retention in the NBPAC Program. No choices were Indicated in
this item, but respondents were asked to list them in order of Impor-
tance. In most case*, the factors mentioned were specified by the
terminology employed in the item concerning motivational factors for
affiliation. The factors were seldom assigned any order of importance.
There was no pattern as to the numbers of factors included by the
respondents. &c«e respondents left this item unanswered, while others
said same aa above" referring to the factors for affiliation.
Only general interpretation of the results could be made in
comparing affiliation and retention factors, because of the different
design of the questionnaire items and varying responses which were
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-•licit3d free these items. Cartain changes could be observed through
the frequency of factors mentioned, retirement benefits replaced
patriotlas as the most frequently mentioned factor (except with Junior
officers) , while making JF contacts dropped significantly in impcr-
tance among the senior officers. Gaining Bi experience took on added
prominence. Most notable was the 1(X> percent increase In members re-
ferring to the associations they enjoyed in the company. The great
majority of Junior officers considered the retention factors to be the
same as those factors which were responsible for their affiliation.
Members were also asked why NBFaC reservists terminate their
affiliation. More than 23 percent replied that affiliation conflicted
with members' Jobs frost a tine standpoint. About Ik percent attributed
termination to lack of Interest in the program. Almost 18 percent
responded by stating that former members had affiliated with other
reserve units in pay billets, or had terminated because no pay billets
ware available. A little less than 25 percent stated terminations
were caused by retirements ur through the Jlavy's forced attrition
efforts. The only ether significant category was lack of a meaning-
ful program. The 12 percent, which cited this factor in their question-
naires, were generally dispersed throughout the HF.RVCs, so that no
relationship could be made to the types of projects undertaken.
Although it is impossible to completely halt NRPAC drop-outs,
it is concluded that added effort should be aimed at conducting an
effective public affairs program which involves meaningful projects
that stimulate individual interest, and present minimal time conflict
with the reservist's civilian occupation.

ec
Member* were alec as* s>d vhat isot: rational factor cculd be most
effectively employed to gain a punier officer's affiliation in the
NFPAC Program. Once again, no factor choices were included in the
item, but respondents primarily used the seme terminology as was pre-
viously included in tha item relating tc their cvn affiliation.
Thirty-ens percent of the factor* selected ware Ffl experience,
while 21 percent was devoted to PR contacts. The remaining factors
were about equally divided between fulfilling the USHP obligation,
patriotism, prestige, retirement benefits, and enjoyment cf association.
Three respondents mentioned that interesting active-duty training
assignments should be emphasised. Again, the Junior officers con-
sidered the fulfillment of the reserve obligation, experience and
contacts cf greatest significance in attracting junior officers.
It is concluded that ER experience and PR contacts, as veil as
fulfillment of the USHF obligation, are desirable factors tc emphasise
when recruiting Junior officers into the fflRPAC Program.
Members recommended in 6/ percent of their responses against
discussion of the non-pay aspects of HFFAC membership, when trying
to recruit new members. Another IB percent said retiresient benefits
ware not relevant to the junior officers who Right be considering
affiliation. Ten percent said an appeal tc patriotism was net in line,
and about five percent considered that prestige vac not a significant
factor to emphasise.
It is cbvicus to conclude that when attempting to recruit new
members into a non-pay unit, pay cannot serve as an incentive in
recruiting.
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PROBLEMS
The overwhelming problem discussed and brought up in the
research vhich has been devoted tc this analysis relates U. NSPAC
membership.
In the past year., NBPAC membership has teftllmmdl free $61 mem-
bers to 396, or a decrease of more than 21 percent. There are several
factors vhich havs brought about this significant decline. They in-
clude i
1. A great number of officers have retired frost the companies,
as they have become eligible for retirement benefits.
2. The Navy has exerted a forced attrition prot&rata which has
resulted in i^any invcluntary retirements. Briefly, the regulations
vhich enforce thesa attritions state that a captain must retire en
completion of 30 years service; a ctmffiander at 2C years, a lieutenant
commander at 22 years, and a lieutenant at 18 years. There are ccmpll-
cat-'d exceptions tc these attrition regulations vhich relate to pro-
motion opportunities, but their immediate relevancy tc this study does
not .Justify such a detailed inclusion.
3. Non-pay billets in the NBPAC Program divert many qualified
candidates into ether reserve programs vhich offer pay assignments,
k. Some areas in vhich NKPACs are established suffer from a
paucity of reservists qualified for membership.
Cther problems vhich affect the NBPAC Program from the obser-
vations remarked upon by members and NBPAC COs include:
1. The present affiliation of members vino are nut considered
tc be qualified.
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2. A lack of meaningful project*.
3. The pr^tiderteci ef tutf officers in the membership of
some Nr.Bt.C8.
*, The offerts expanded in attending to administration of
records and reports refalr*4 of the NBPACs.
KR&C unite which have remained unknown to Wavy cuaaands
in the mem area.
6. Company members who perform most of the project efforts,
while others fail to contribuv.
7. Lack of Navy fund* to facilitate conduct uf worthwhile
project*.
Other parties involved in this research substantiate the
existence of these problems. While they are not pervasive auxughout
the KFR\C Program, tfiese problems do require remedial action whenever
It is feasible.
In examining this Program, other problems have been observed
by th& author, who was involved with the NRPACs for nearly three years
on a District level and has 12 years experience as a public affairs
Specialist In the Navy. These prcble&s include:
1. Toe much emphasis by the KF.PACs in devoting their efforts
publicity projects.
2. A lack of awareness by aoat of the KP.PACs, too many of the
District RtoOs, and CHINFC, concerning the great potential for public
relations achievement which is available through IIRPAC community
*cts
.
3. Too little recognition reflected by higher authority at
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those projects which can best be accomplished by the Individual.
k. The lack of continuity in administration provided by
CKINFO'e Branch Head for Waval Reserve and Training watters (three
cfficars hav* held this poet in the past year).
5. A lack of oc«pr«hensive evaluative efforts, at all levels,
directed at isolating factors related to Program success and problasis.
i< ?fc little •'faedbact' frots higher authority to the NRI&Cs
concerning project critiques.

CKAPTSB y
RECOMOMDATIONS
^e recommendations made in this chapter are set forth as
possible aseans by which problems affecting the ?JPPAC Program, or &
substantive number of individual companies, can be resolved, and the
overall Program Improved.
Many of these recommendations have been developed from prcblan
resolutions volunteered by NPPAC Members, their COs, the District PAOs,
and other respondents and participants in questionnaires, interviews
and personal correspondence.
In addition, the author has developed recommendations based en
observations and conclusions result ins from this analysis, and personal
public affairs experience
.
KSMBSRSHXP ATO PEOnnTINO
*!^e seriousness of the membership problem is recognised by all
levels cf the Navy. CHI*?0, in cooperation with the Bureau ef llaval
Personnel, has initiated a direct-commission prograw in the past two
years. U. r. male applicants between 19 and ffj| ysars cf age can apply
for an ensign's commission, if they have served their basic military
obligation and have a bacce laureate degree in Journalism or mass
communications, cr any baccalaureate &<a%r&>t with three years cf mass
ecstmuni catlens rr public relations experience. Applicants up to 33
years cf ago can obtain a lieutenant Junior grade commission, if they
81
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possess a master's degree in Journalism cr mass communications or four
years pcst-baccalaureate experience in a related field. The Navy also
vill affcrd ' consideration to a United number of outstanding men who
possess a master's degree in any field if they are otherwise qualified'
.
Applicants must alec attain a iriniwiua Navy Standard Score of % on the
Officer Qualification Test, and meet the necessary physical requirements.
The ttflffr to—f til ma cfficare must agree to improve their pro-
fesslonal qualifications as Naval officers by: enrolling in correspondent
courses, participation in drilling units of the Naval keserve, and parti-
wpating in two-weak annual training periods.
Thus far, 199 young officers have been recruited into the Naval
Reserve to assist in list support of the Navy's public affairs program.
Fulfillment of the Naval reserve obligation, and the eppcrtu-
nity to gain public relations experience and make public relations
contacts ar« mvtivational factors which should be stressed by personnel
involved in this recruiting effort.
The Navy should solicit the cooperation of colleges and univer-
sities with schools of mass communications and public relations in
bringing the NFfkC Program to the attention of students who can qualify
for aireet-commissiens. t&IftC members arounu the country could assist
in this recruiting effort, as well as the cadre of regular Navy
recruitere.
Oth^r action related to membtsi ship and recruiting is necessary.
CHINfo , in | atiaa wi oh the Bureau of Naval Personnel , should
make a vigorous effort to fauiliarlte young Mill affairs Officers on
active duty, who are abou„ U be discharged to inac.. I status, with
the NFPaC Program. The Navy's Personnel Machine accounting Installation

at Bainbridge, Maryland is responsible for maintaining pertinent
personal data on officers vhc hava besn discharged to inactive status.
This installation, in coordination with CHINFO, should alert the NRFACs
of officers who are located in their areas. Contact by the cognisant
HRrAC should be immediately made to enlist the officer's affiliation.
PR contacts and experience, as well as fulfillment of the reserve obli-
gation, art; important motivational factors which shculd be stressed in
this recruiting effort. RBPACs, whenever able, should volunteer assis-
tance in locating civilian employment for qualified prospects.
vSIINFO should thoroughly investigate, with the Bureau of Naval
Personnel, the possibility of granting more flexible exceptions to
forced attrition of SKPAC members in deserving instances, iterjy of the
members who have been involuntarily retired or discharged from the
Nfcf&C Program possess the qualifications, experience and motivation to
provide further significant public affairs contributions. This is
especially true of officers between *$<»55 years of age, who are estab-
lished in their civilian occupations and Important members in their
Additionally, certain reservists, who are terminating their
affiliation with other reserve components should be considered for
potential membership in the NBPAC Program. Many, who are no longer
eligible for pay status, may be attracted by the challenge to ba of
community service. Careful screening by the NfcfAC CC ana District 1A0
must be a key factor in affiliating such membars. A high degree of
motivation, and an understanding by the member of the specific areas
in public affairs to which he can contribute, is essential to this
recommendation
.
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Many NHFftC timbers, who are retired from the Naval iMMntj
c< ntinue tc N interested in the activities, projects and objectives
of the KBBiC ZT+sgrw*,. Batric.-tisa, a desire tc help the Kavy, and
Joyaent of their association* as ! - I -r», have 1 /eree«te such
negativ; aspects of the Proffraia as non-pay. lfce devi Urn or these
retirees to tha Jiavai Reserve Is tl»a t«*steu. ,M<K\C 1-1 In Beaton has
raaently established a Naval Reserve Public Affairs Advisory Council
comprised of retired MHPAC »«»b -**,, It has been apprvv-a Mst chartered
by the Coanandant cf the First Kavai Disvnct. J^eabers cf thi* advisory
stup expect t* assist:- 1-1 ana the Ccnmandant in certain public affairs
problems and programs. Two other such units Mm frifig »itlM,l<ls4 by
Cceasandants in itlsMP areau.
CHINK; shoula thoroughly ox&bufw this i M p? .-, Mi provide
national scope and ree<::#niticn through official sanctia*.
It li equally IMjBPMttt MM MsjfesjfeMj&y i BUS Erograsi
b« comprised of pwrs; bjm| wh- sj* HMtAj qu&iifi«U as contributors,
active participants, and Mi "fetftf&MI on JutJt to Mil : LttM*\
Inclusion of r* ^-productive &eabers (MB k fctrlaantfel U rale
and effective productivity of the desirable MMMNfeiJt* HteKQf each
undesirables are retained in some KHM51 in 6*48* It MftttMfl • miniums*
assibarshlp of ten reservists. Failure to maintain MM a Kcauberahip
can result, in diseetablishwent of Ifee company. G*IKI;C should, a« it
does, intervene With the fcireau cf "Haval rXlfiUIMSli MM Kf&ftCS MfeMf
a public affairs contribution ftrs threatened with ait IMMM«
It is recommended that Mt arbitrary alnl&um-teii-sse&tber fcra.uio.
abolished. NI'FACs cannot be *- »
,
*r !$FI
Qviahcoa City say M aMtrttotiag as c it* ,

than a 2j member NfiPAC in another city. Abolition of the ten-member
formula raaoves the temptation by vulnerable NBfACs to enlist or retain
the non-prcducczr.
Further, when a NBB*C can no longer function as a ur.it, it should
be disestablished and qualified members placed into public affairs
billets with the Group Commander's staff, the Naval Beserve Training
Center staff, or as Commandant's local representatives.
UMNMECV
The leadership qualities of a NKPAC Ccmmandiiig Cffleer have been
established as essential to the success of a unit, which is the case in
any military or civilian organisation.
The interest and motivation of the company's members hinge-
in almost every instance—on the direction and support which emanate
from any commanding officer, */han members reflect in their question-
naires that the major problem affecting their company is lack, of
meaningful projects, this adversely comments en leadership, 'ihere is
no lack, of meaningful prcjecte. Opportunity to contribute successfully
to the Kavy*s public affairs program abounds in every community. The
entire operational cycle from projects to training to administration
depends on the leadership of the commanding officer. It is vital,
therefore, that this leadership ability be carefully evaluated before
a commanding officer is selected. No system for such selection is
"fool' proof, but added evaluation provides the necessary insurance
against mistakes.
It is recommended that selection of the NRPAC CO be cade within
the framework of the following procedure.

Nominees should be interviewed by the CtaBmanding Officer of the
local Naval Reserve Training Center, the local Kaval Koserve Group
Commander, and the current Commanding Officer of the KP.E'i.C. This inx,er-
viaw should seek to establish the leadership qualities and public
relations knowledge of ths I - », ae veil as to define his local
record for participation and contribution. In addition, motivation
shculd be assessed and it should be assured the nor provide the
MMNMMiy iiifi •fftert relates! is cor mmAIn l&s omit.
The results of this panel-type interview ehuuld be forwarded to
the Ctamoandant for review and appointment . frier to appointment,
however, the appointee and alternate appointees* evaluations should be
forwarded to GHINFQ. The official records retained at the Bureau if
Kaval Personnel should be reviewed by a CKIKFO representative %9 vali-
date the appointee's qualification or disqualification. Final
appointment as Commanding Officer ftf the KJiEiC would be by the Comman-
dant, and also would enjoy the added prestige of concurrence by the
Chief of Information.
MX
It is recognized that pay for the NPftlC members is severely
restricted by current regulations to a long accepted formula—one pay
billet for every 15 members. This limited pay status is further
affected by the funds allocated to the Kaval Reserve by the Navy, and
even varies within the purview of each District Commandant.
nevertheless, the need for more pay billets was cited vigorously
and consistently by the members, their CCs, the Dxstri. 3, and
er echelons of Key personnel involve in the MMMfl irogram.

The NFPACe are quite unique in comparison to other units In
the Naval Reserve. For in their training—that ie completion cf
public affairs projects— th«? NBPnCs are significantly contributing
to the Navy's favorable relationships with the public.
A lieutenant eommand«r ably expressed this tenet which was
oft*n reiterated in other questionnaires, whan he wrote:
For approximately ten years aftar isy release from active duty,
I was a member cf a surface unit drawing drill pay. Because of my
growing business commitments, and being promoted to Lt. Commander,
I quickly realised that I was running out of challenging billets
in the service program, as I could newer be the CO of a surface
unit because of my travel schedule. I therefore dropped out and
went into this non-pay PAC. I am fairly familiar with the entire
Naval Reserve program and of all the units in the entire program,
the one that really contributes to the Naval establishment is the
Public Affairs Company. Practically everything else has a pure
training role, flany specialist units such as Ordnance Div. have
pay billets and do absolutely nothing but make boring field trips
to manufacturing facilities in the neighborhood and draw down the
taxpayers' money. They are a complete waste. I know, because I
am in one of these also, and I know that at least 90% of the mem-
bers agree with ma.
A Captain in another area commented:
You can appeal It professional attitudes, patriotism, and all
other factors, but as long as you relegate the NBPAC Program to
2nd class reserve citizenships Insofar as pay status is concerned,
you will not attract ALL of the officers that you could otherwise
get. If the PA program is important, and is inherently desirable
to wcrt- with the many Pay Status Reserve Units—it seems Incongruous
to have the young PAG working—non-pay—with a young officer member
of a reserve unit on a pay status.
Such a relationship is incongruous!
It is recommended that CHIHFO vigorously pursue efforts to gain
the NRPAC Program acre pay billets—for Junior officers in particular.
These efforts will call for carefully prepared comparative studies con-
cerning the various Naval Reserve pay and non-pay programs and their
ultimata service to the Navy, but this single facet of recognition for
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the effort* which hav* taM dammed by CHIKFC Do vorthwhll'--are con-
sidered of grant importance to the future viability of the Program.
FUNDS
Funds for public affairs projects conducted by NBFACs ore
seldom available. Only in rare instances , when the District Cc«»andant
con spars appropriations, ar$ limited funds provided to a NFPAC for use
in a special prefect, such as "A Day in the Navy for High Schocl Jour-
nalists' . Money for special events, transportation, receptions,
entertainment, etc. comes out of the pockets of the reservists. Many
of thesu who contribute, do so because they want tc help the NBFAC and
the Kavy to succeed in their public relations endeavors. Some NRFACs
pool the sonsy derived from the pay billets assigned to their units,
and use this source as a contingency fund to neat the financial needs
of their units. This is an unofficial procedure, but has worked in
relieving personal financial burdens.
Unless the Navy can in some way provide funds for the special
projects which require appropriations, NRFaCs should not be expected
to execute such projects.
MISCELLANEOUS
KFPACs normally have contact only with the Internal Relations
Division of CHINFO. Ttois is the Division which supervises and monitors
the administration of the NRPAC Program. IWMC members frequently can
provide "feedback' or useful information concerning their local area,
which is important tc the public affairs officers who are involved in
matters of national scope. News is one example. NRPAC members should
bs encouraged to contact CHINFO'S News Branch whenever an event,
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situation or circumstance occurs which is of potential national or
international consequence. This advance information can greatly assist
CHIKJPO in the proper implementation of his news responsibility. The
same is true of community relations problems and opportunities. The
reservist in the local community is in an excellent position to provide
invaluable information to the Director of the Community Relations
Division for CHINK. CHINK'S Speech Bureau is another office which
can profit from direct contact with the NRPACs. Speaking engagements
by Navy officials can be accorded effective support by the local NRPAC.
It is therefore recommended that CHINK encourage NRPACs to
work with other Divisions within the Office of Information, when such
action can aorve to expedite matters of national significance. Caution,
however, must be taken to ensure that any proposed assignments, except
in the case of national 'spot news' , are channeled through the Director
of the Internal Relations Division. In ev@ry case, the cognisant
District PAD should be advised of any CKINK-initiated assignments or
NRPAC contacts.
It is recommended that CHINK) re-Instate the annual seminar for
NRPAC CCs, as scon as funds are available. This is an important means
by which Information, problems, projects, and objectives can be dis-
cussed and evaluated. The seminar provides an excellent opportunity
for CHIRK) to bring the CO up-to-date with the Navy. It is also a form
of recognition, by which the Regular Navy can demonstrate that the work
and efforts of the NPPnCs are important and appreciated. It further
facilitates an opportunity for constructive critique of the overall
program on an annual basis.
Junior officers who affiliate with NRPACs have high expectations
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that through their membership in a non-pay unit, they will realise
additional public relations experience. It is important that these
expectations be fulfilled not only for retention purposes, but also
for proper training of the Junior officers.
These young officers should be involved in accomplishing work
in publicity, media relationships, community relations, special events
and internal relations projects. Seme KRPACs assign each junior officer,
for training purposes, to a senior member of the unit. The latter
monitors the activities of his young colleague in project work, and
counsels him on techniques and proper use of skills. This procedure
insures involvement of the Junior officer and makes him a participator,
as well as a unit contributor. The senior member also derives satis-
faction by assisting in individual development. At the same time, the
senior utilises his experience in successful execution of a project.
It is recommended that all supervisory levels in the Program
devote specific attention to this fulfillment of expectations and
training. Further, a procedure similar to that described should be
promulgated by CHINK).
Commands located in areas served by KFIACs should be better
acquainted with the public relations assistance which can be provided
by these Specialist Units. It is recommended that CKINFD Initiate an
information program to achieve this command familiarity. Articles in
Direction magazine could point up the projects which are adaptable to
KBPAC implementation. Items of Interest , which go to the HBPACs,
should point out the importance of becoming acquainted with local Navy
commands. In addition, the District PACs could assist in this effort
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by infersing lecal cecxandcrs, il t frequent contact*, cf the
HBffeCs. Continuing attention shculd be devoted to involving tha NRPACs
in appropriate public relation* endeavor* taking place in their local
area*.
During tha past year, three Junior officers havo held the
assignment cf Er&nch Head for Naval Stftwnr* and Training In CKXNFC's
Internal Relations division. Turnover Ue bean rapid, because of
personnel deaands created by the Vietnam War. Hcvever, frequent turn-
ever in this assignment, which is vital to the entire Program, has
been the 'rule* rather than the exception. Continuity is basic to
proper administration and supervision of the NRPAC Program. Adequate
top-ievil evaluation cannot be perforata by individuals who are now
thoroughly faailiar vith all aspects of the Prograe, as veil as com-
prehensive Iwwrt tig* cf the individual factors which can affect the
NRffcCa. There Is a shortage of senior public affairs specialists
throughout the Navy. Priority has to be given to assigning mentor M0S*
vho could ably serve as the Branch Head, to operational posts at ssa
and ashore. This shortage is expected to persist.
It is recommended that CHINFO civilianls* the billet for head
of the Naval Reserve and Training Branch. ouch a billet should be a
GS-13 grade level to attract a high caliber specialist. The civilian
should be either a Naval Reservist, preferably vith a KRPAC background,
0* a retired Navyeian, vho possesses extensive professional qualifications
in public affairs, as veil as experience at the local level.
It is recoaaended that CHINFO conduct an extensive study of its
evaluative efforts related to the NRPAC Program, and those of the
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District PAOs. CHIHFO should also design a Project Report format which
facilitates provocative evaluation by Ova NfcPAC CO. The present aeci
of the Project Report calls only for the CD's remarks. This is U
general. Although the units are subject to a heavy administrative work-
load, evaluation is too essential to success to 'gloss over' . District
PAOs should also devote ©ore concern and attention to evaluation.
Following evaluation by higher authority, feedback' must be afforded
by higher authority. This can be done informally through personal con-
tact, by telephone, or in correspondence. But it must be done!
A BBOBIIMTATIOH
The strong inclination by many KPPACs to emphasize publicity as
the major avenue tc public relations' achievement was dlscusssd in the
previous chapter. This emphatic use of a single public relations tool
nay be exacting an exorbitant price in the ccmsaodi ty-axchan£e cf public
relations accompli sht&ents. Tec often, a publicity release is Bade and
achievement is concluded fro* the publication of this information in a
local newspaper. But what is the achievement? Was It use of the re-
lease? Was the release read? Did it facilitate or result in public
understanding? And support? Did the release Influence the reader,
viewer or listener to change or modify his opinions, attitudes or
behavior?
A release aimed at giving recognition to a Navyman's perform-
ance can be accomplished In sens degree. But, if the intended public
is expected tc accept tile Navy's predominant role in the nuclear age,
ether public relations skills, techniques and strategies must be
The KRPACs, and the persons who direct or guide their efforts, must
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ctnsider the question, is saying what, to vhus, and with vhat
effect?' , la assessing cceamni cation* efforts.
This point it lead cage the balanced us* of
publicity In attempting to ccsanunica-te with ths pablic. Bather, it it
intended to dilute cverccnfi&snce or tec much relitr this single
ccsammi cation tool.
Significant effect, in the communications process, can result
fro* faea-tc-fac*, contact and personal Interaction. Source credibility
has daoiottstrable Impact on gfrjaloaa under certain cixcu&stances. Such
impact can occur in a conversation b«tw*sn two acquaintances, or at a
•eating of a college aluami gawpi
It was cciiClaurd in the previous ritamjlilir that the KBPACs offer
an excellent network cf personal contacts in their local communities.
This network provides the framework which affords the Navy direct access
into the many publics which emprise the varying strata cf local commu-
nity activity. Ibis personal contact can Mm as a i . .. s-wundlas*
bcard fcr two-way communication. The reservist is a rivilian-Tlavyssan
—unique in that he can represent two or mere differing publics at the
same tine.
action or policy taken by the Navy which has local ratifi-
cations can, and socctlass does, fashion adverse public opinion. Those
In the Regular Navy, not privy to immediate public reaction of an ad-
verse nature # ciay ruA learn of this opinion until it lias hardened Into
attitudes or oppositional behavior. The KRJfttC member, already in the
local Chamber of Commerce or Civic Redevelopment Association, is a
strategic listening post in such a situation. Even if ha only 'passes
the word' to the District RftO, early development cf remedial action or
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policy modification by the Commandant—equates with a significant
contribution on the part of the INDIVIDUAL reservist.
Th« NBPAC member, as a community representative, can open many
doors which could otherwise have bean dosed to the Navyman who has a
problem or proposal.
These same doors open to opportunity in naariy every facet of
public relations, as it is conceived, planned and Implemented at the
local level.
The strength of this community fabric is derived from its
individual strands.
It is recommended that CHINFO reorient the employment of the
NBPAC Program, so that more profitable application of the NEPACs*
community contacts can be achieved.
This will call for CHDJPO tc alert all levels in the Program
to this reorientation. The key here is Navy recognition for the
potential thesa contacts represent and clear definition of how tc
successfully use that potential.
Ths NRPACs, in many instances, do not recognise their own
strength in this regard. They must be educated, as well as the com-
mands who depend on their assistance, through the Annual Department of
the Navy Public Affairs Plan, Navy Public Affairs Regulations , seminars,
special meetings with their District PAOs, personal correspondence from
the Chief of Information, and whatevar other means are available.
Finally, the individual NBPAC member deserves recognition for
contributions he can and has mads singly tc the Navy's public relation-
ships.
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It is recoraaended that each Commandant select frc« his District,
a NBFAC member who has made the greatest individual contribution, during
the year, to Navy-ccmmunity relations. Such selections should be then
forwarded to CHINK), who would select a JtRBtC Member of the Year, and
provide attendant recognition.

APPENDIX A
Letter of Transmittal to Quest!ennaire Becipient©
Dear Sir:
friar to reporting into my next assignment as Special
Assistant for Public Affairs to the Chief of Naval Operations on
12 November, CEJNFO has afforded ate an educational leave of absence
to complete vcrk on sty thesis which is required by Boston Univ*3rslty
for the Master's degree in Public Relations.
I have selected an Analysis of the Naval Reserve Public Affairs
Cosipany Program as ay thesis topic* In order to gain additional in-
sight into the NKBiCs and how they operate, it is vital to my research
effort that I have the benefit of your observations and evaluation of
this program.
You can greatly assist me in this effort by completing
enclosure (1). I would welcome any more detailed remarks you may
wish to volunteer concerning the KRPAC program.
In view of the short fuze deadline I have, I request your
cooperation in returning enclosure (1) to me by 28 October, 1968.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
J. C. MacJCarcher
Commander, U. 0. Navy
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APPENDIX B
ujstionnaire for Naval District PAOs
1. Kov long have you been the Naval District JRft.0?
2. How many NF.IftCs are in your district?
3. a. Do you have an NBPaC FrograjR Officer?
b. la this a full time assignment?
1». How often are you or your NRFAC Program Officer able to attend
Meetings of the NRPACa?
Regularly Frequently Occasionally
Seldc*, if any
^. What key factors do you consid<*r are responsible for an NBPAC s
effectiveness?
l. What, if any, specific public relations skill, technique or
strategy do you consider is ©est effectively used by the KRPACs?
7. a. Are all HRIAC projects assigned by you?
b. Approved by you?
c. What other sources request or assign projects?
8. a. Do your KBPACs initiate projects on their own?
b. If yes, what kind?
9. What particular projects do ycu prefer to assign to NRPACs?
It. What criteria does the Coraaandant apply in approving NBPAC
affiliation of reservists who are not specialist in icass
eewBuni cations or public affairsi
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11. a. What, If any, are the major problem areas for your NBFACsT
l. What are the resolution* for these prcfclasst
12. If you were QaliWC, what major change would ycu effect in the
preaent NRPAC Program?
13. Additional remarks.

questionnaire for Commanding Offtears of NRPACe
1. Hew long have ycu bean CC cf your IJBPAC?
2. What is your designator?
3. What is your civilian occupation?
lublic Relations Photography
Advertising ««_«_.____» Broadcasting
Reporting
___« Telecasting
Sditing Publishing
Other (please specify)
4, How many members are in your company?
|« lias your membership increased or decreased during the past three
years? Why?
6. What factor(e) dc you feel motivates reservists to affiliate with
an NHPAC?
7. How often does the Naval District PAO (or his representative) visit
your meetings?
Regularly yreouently Occasionally Seldom
. Row many projects have bean assigned to or requested cf your
company In the past year?
^y CBINFC Commandant Recruiters
00s of commands in your areas CGHRAVRBSTRACOt!
CKARBgTRA Others (please specify)
9. How many and what types of projects has your company initiated this
year?
U>« a. Based on the experience and skills cf your membership, what type
of project can you best plan and execute?
b. What type cf projects can you least support? And why?
11. a. What goal, responsibility or project would ycu add to the Navy's
KftPAC program?
b. And delete?
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12. a. In what area, of public relations, dcee your company posse**
the most effective skill?
b. Tts« least effective skill (if any)?
13. What key factor do you consider is responsible for an NfcSiC's
effectiveness?
li>. a. what ie the ca^cr problem affecting your NRJrACt
b. How can it be resolved?
1>. If ycu were CRINFO, what cs&Jcr change would you effect la the
present REJ&C program*

It*
Questionnaire for NBPAC Members
1. Hew long have ycu been in an NFPaC?
2. a. What la your rank?
b. Your designator?
c. Your mobilization billet (if any)?
3. a* Hov cjany acdu training periods have you taken?
b. In vhat type of cosHsand
CHIKK* Fh< r
Rav Dist Mobilisation billet
93*01 Other (please specify)
occupation?
Hiotorraphy
<ih&t is your civilian
Public Relations
Advertising Srcadcasting
Reporting Telecasting
Miting Publishing
Motion Pictures Other (please specify)
5. yfaat three factors fccst activated your affiliation with a WRPAC?
(please assign number frota one to three indicating Importance of factor)
Fulfill 08HR Obligation Patriotism
Cain PR Experience Prestige
Hake FR Contacts Retirement Benefits
______
Other (please specify)
6. Vtoat factors are responsible for your retention(in ^rder of importance)?
7. Why ; think reservists terminate their affiliation with NRPaCs?
8. Have you gained public relations experience as a result of ycur
mUEftC affiliation? If so, in vhat area?
9. a. Is this skill normally employed by the NRPaC?
b. If not, why?
It. a. Does your NPPA.C receive adequate guidance from higher authority?
b. If net, vhat kind of guidance or assistance is necessary?

II
11. Fleaec indicate civilian organisations tc which you belong and are
ACTIVE.
**8*
-—
.-—_.
**ml neaervw Assn.
frofessional Church
Societies
.
, , ,
Civic (neishtoorho«ud,
ft^ae dub .-_«__«. etc.)
Ad Club
_»»-_---«__«-_. Kiwanie* Kctarlana,
Alussni <-_»«»«--_--»«»-. ®fcc » «_
IPTa
.«-»««--««,«-. £Und ^lve* ~
Youth (Bey Scout*, Political
__
Littla League, ate. ) Veterans __
fraternal (ilka, etc.)
______________
Labor ~
Chaaber of Cosaerc*
__________
Other (please specify)""
Wavy League
12. now saany times have you held office In any of the above organisations?
What office*?
1J. a. What type cf project can your KRfaC aoat effectively plan and
execute?
to. Least affectively (if any)and why?
Ik. a. If you were recruiting a Junior officer Into your KRIfte, what
aotivational factor do you consider could ooat effectively ba employed
to gain hie affiliation'?
to. Least effectively and why?
15. what is the aajor prooieo affecting your HfciftCT
If. Row can it toe resolved?
17. What key factor do you consider is responsible for a MRffcC'a
effectiveness?
18. If you were CHIKFO, what one w*&cr change would you effect in the
present SFIkC program?
{U»* Other Bide)

uM«ftUciinair :a« Baval Reserve I afffelri Companies
1. Approximately how iaany MstCH are Kaval Jteeervs Patlie Affairs
Coapany in your city?
§• a. I*: ycu have a PAG on yvur staff?
u. Lees lid seat with th« NRPAC?
c. Do ycu Wit attend any of the KKFAC r<e*tln&s?
j. a. How many prefects have ycu assigned tc th-^ KRFAC this year?
b. Were they satiefactcrily completed?
c. What aid the prefects involve?
4. What field cf public relatione can the KBFAC in your ar«a scat
effectively plan and axeeut
Publicity
t
In'&eraal. Relatione
____
Special Sventa Reserve Recruiting
L
Ccaaunity Relations
.
Regular Recruiting mmmmmmm^mmmmm
Other (please epecify)
*
What type cf assistance not now available tc you would you scat
deeire frc» tha NRFAC?
6. Are you aware of any problems that the NRPACs arc experiencing?
If yea please describe.
7. Rev could these problems be resolved?
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